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Innovative Shading

V

ision blinds combine the ideal
balance of privacy and light
control with the fashionable, eyecatching trend of bold stripes and colour
blocking.
Easy to operate, a single control is
used to slide the opaque and translucent
woven stripes past each other. The same
operation is used to raise or lower the
window blind to any height in the window
with ease, in the same way as the classic
roller blind.
The front layer moves independently
of the back allowing the stripes to glide
between each other creating an open and
closed effect, with limitless light control.
Sliding the fabric into a closed ‘opaqueopaque’ position allows full privacy and
an impressive block of beautiful fabric
at your window, whilst the ‘translucent-
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opaque’ position creates a stunning
striped statement.
With Vision blinds you will enjoy the
very best in quality, manufacture, and
design, along with the practicality of a low
maintenance window blind.
For the ultimate in luxury, you can
now motorise your Vision blinds with an
innovative new range of battery operated
and mains powered motors. Louvolite
One Touch® makes luxury affordable with
motorisation that is accessible to all. There
is no better way to make a contemporary
style statement in your home, so choose
the Louvolite One Touch® motorised
range for that extra style and convenience.
dw

www.blinddesigns.co.za
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Design Style:
Bohemian
The Bohemian palette is a
celebration of both the new and the
old. The eclectic collection of colour
and texture is a fantastic base from
which to express your personal style.

Perched Pretty, by Mila Crewe Brown

ChairClub, supporting education one chair at a time

SITTING COMFORTABLY
Comfort Creations is excited to share its latest product
catalogue with the Interior Design Industry

SITTING COMFORTABLY
What makes the perfect chaise longue

WINTER OUTDOOR
Winter Style for the Outdoors, by Mila Crewe Brown

FIND A BLIND PROFESSIONAL IN YOUR AREA:
Johannesburg
Galaxy Blinds:
Curtain Club:
Blinds Express:
Blinds All Types:
Blind Time:
R&C Trading:

010 040 3495
010 040 7993
010 040 3156
010 040 3155
010 040 3154
010 040 3157

Pretoria
Picture Perfect:

Port Elizabeth
PC Agencies:

087 075 0876

Cape Town
Total Blind Design:
The Best Blind Company:

021 040 3002
021 040 3001

Durban and Umhlanga
Aesthetics:

031 040 3192

Ballito
Blinds All of Them:

Klerksdorp
Ridwaans Interiors:

010 040 7638

031 040 3191

010 040 7992

Northern Limpopo
Newton and Strever:

Knysna
Milk&Honey®:

Namibia
Windhoek Touch of Style:

087 075 0877

087 075 0845

Nkomazi
Nkomazi Blinds:

Bloemfontein
Ralph Blinds:

010 040 7100

082 811 5669

www.blinddesigns.co.za

+264 61 245303
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Think of it as the world’s most beautiful “no entry” sign.
ShutterGuard® Shutters not only lend a sophisticated look to
any window or door, they also provide high-end security when
closed. They’re rustproof, available in custom colours and are
backed by a 10-year warranty. The perfect way to finish off a
home stylishly and, importantly, securely.
www.taylorblinds.co.za		
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To meet your requirements:
Hundreds of variations in lay out configurations and
dimensions. Thousands of fabric and leather cover possibilities.

Showroom:
3rd Floor, Comfort Creations House,
19 Banfield Road, Industria North,
Johannesburg, South Africa
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PODCASTS

What’s Wrong With: The Podcast
Eray/Carbajo is an international architecture and design studio. With over twenty international awards in architecture,
interiors and product design; they are known to create concepts that address urban, social and environmental
problems. Fueled by inclusive and in-depth research, E/C’s designs are customized, responsive and sustainable.

A space you
can enjoy

As of 2017, their internal research and process became public through What’s Wrong With, a panel and podcast series where
they invite progress makers of various fields to diagnose today’s real problems and identify collaborative solutions
for a sustainably better future. Through such public programming, E/C aims to raise awareness on the underlying
problems of today’s challenges, as we can only achieve sustainable solutions by educating end-users.
www.podcast.whatswrongwith.xyz
www.eraycarbajo.com

PF0026

Podcast available in digital edition

Metal pendant
280mm(w) x 1860mm(h)

designingways.com/Digi/2020/231/index.html

How can architecture promote better mental health and well-being? ft. Dr Birgitta Gatersleben
Dr. Birgitta Gatersleben is Director of the Environmental Psychology Research Group at The University of Surrey where she runs
the associated Master of Science (MSc) and Ph.D. programmes. She has over 20 years of experience in studying people-environment
interactions investigating a range of topics including the psychological benefits of exposure to nature, privacy in open-plan offices, and
sustainable living. Much of her work takes place in large multidisciplinary research programmes and she is passionate about studying and
promoting human-environment interactions that support environmental quality as well as human health and well-being

Podcast available in digital edition
designingways.com/Digi/2020/231/index.html
Why do we live in areal estate state? ft. Samuel Stein
Samuel Stein is a geography Ph.D. candidate at the CUNY Graduate Center. His work focuses on the politics of urban planning, with
an emphasis on housing, labour, real estate, and gentrification in New York City. In 2019, Verso published his first book, Capital City:
Gentrification and the Real Estate State. His popular writing on New York City planning politics has been published in such venues as
the Guardian, Jacobin, City Limits, Gotham Gazette, New Politics, Progressive City, Progressive Planning, Urban Omnibus, and more. In
addition to studying, teaching and writing about urban geography, he worked as a researcher, organizer, and planner on numerous New
York City union campaigns, tenant mobilizations, and public policy initiatives. He is a participant in various tenant and community groups
fighting gentrification and displacement in New York City, and beyond.

Podcast available in digital edition

JC146
Metal and glass pendant
188mm(w) x 1270mm(h)

designingways.com/Digi/2020/231/index.html
Are public spaces really as “public” as they should be? - Dr Setha Low
Dr. Setha Low, is the former president of the American Anthropological Association. She is currently Professor of Environmental
Psychology, Geography, Anthropology, and Women’s Studies, and Director of the Public Space Research Group at The Graduate Center, City
University of New York, where she teaches courses and trains Ph.D. students in the anthropology of space and place, urban anthropology,
culture and environment, and cultural values in historic preservation.

JHB +27 (0)11 386 0000

CTN +27 (0)21 521 2500

PF0027
Metal pendant
300mm(w) x 1800mm(h)

DBN +27 (0)31 263 0096

For timeless sophistication and the latest lighting trends. Radiant has superior quality and functional yet
stylish fittings to suit your home. We have a wide range of chandeliers, pendants, ceiling lights, wall lights,
table lamps and more. We can help create a living space you can enjoy.

www.radiant.co.za
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TRADE
WINDS

Studio Italia Design
rebrands to Lodes
to mark its 70th
anniversary

T

he long-established decorative
lighting company Studio Italia
Design has announced its
rebrand to Lodes. The rebrand signals an
important new phase in the evolution of
the Venetian company, whilst marking
a major milestone for the brand on the
occasion of its 70th anniversary.
ELDC, the European Light and Design
Center, high-end lighting importers, is
proud to announce that they have added
LODES to their portfolio of lighting
brands. Marc Machtelinckx, founder
of ELDC says; ‘Studio Italia Design,
LODES, has been an international
market leader it is field, combining Italian
contemporary design, mouth blown glass,
latest technology and affordability, all of
this is the structure of a family business.
We were lacking a brand like this in our
portfolio. As with our other brands, this
will be available nationwide through a
network of selected dealers.’
Lodes reflects the brand’s refreshed
approach to manufacturing innovation

8
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and contemporary design, consolidating
the
company’s
commitment
to
distinctive decorative design, continuous
development
and
experimentation.
Balancing technical know-how and
creativity, the new brand aims to place
innovation and design at the centre of
the creative process, a brand ethos that

was initiated with the appointment of
Luca Nichetto as the company’s Design
Curator, and the development of some of
the company’s latest creations, such as the
dw
Jefferson lamp.
European Light and Design Center
www.eldc.co.za
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TRADE
WINDS

Chryso Deco Wash
Pico gives the
perfect sanded
finish

C

HRYSO® Deco Wash Pico is a
surface retarder that lightly delays
the setting of the concrete surface
to achieve special finishes reminiscent of
a “sanded” or “acid washed” effect with
the assurance of quality, durability and
aesthetic appeal.
Chryso Deco Wash Pico gives the perfect
sanded finish
CHRYSO Southern Africa offers a
comprehensive range of products to
optimise the placing, performance and
aesthetics of concrete. Particularly in the
field of decorative concrete, CHRYSO has
become a leader in addressing the need
for quality, durable and inspiring surfaces
and finishes.
One such a product is CHRYSO® Deco
Wash Pico, a surface retarder that lightly

Deco Wash Pico is suitable for use on areas open to public pedestrian traffic.

delays the setting of the concrete surface
layer. Following the correct application
and washing-off procedures will result
in a finished look of a “sanded” or “acid
washed” surface.
Before application, all surrounding
supports and elements for which the
product is not intended must be covered.
No bleed water must be visible on the
concrete surface, and troweling and
smoothing should have been completed.
After thoroughly mixing the product, it is
sprayed uniformly onto the surface of the
fresh concrete. This water-based solution
forms a thin film that is resistant to fine
rain and high temperatures.
Depending on weather conditions,
the product should be washed off with
a high-pressure washer within 24 hours

to reveal the surface effect. For a better
homogeneity and detail, a preliminary
brushing with a single nylon brush
machine is advised. To ensure a uniform
appearance, it is important to keep to the
same washing-off time for all parts of the
project on a given site. Time windows may
vary in case of significant temperature
variations.
CHRYSO® Deco Wash Pico is suitable
for use on walkways, pool surrounds,
patios, and areas open to public pedestrian
traffic.
CHRYSO Southern Africa’s sales and
technical teams are on hand to discuss
how CHRYSO® Deco Wash Pico can add
aesthetic appeal to a concrete surface. dw
www.za.chryso.com

20 - 22 JUNE 2021
Gallagher Convention Centre,
Johannesburg, South Africa

The Hotel & Hospitality Show is now in its 4th year providing opportunities to the hospitality and
hotel industries across Africa. The event showcases products, equipment, services & design, for
restaurants, cafes, bars, hotels, guesthouses and foodservice owners, managers and operators.

BE PART OF THIS BOOMING MARKET

Deco Wash Pico can add aesthetic appeal to a concrete surface.

Increase
your sales

Meet
key buyers

Promote
your brand

Engage with
industry stakeholders

Position yourself
as a thought leader

It was our first time exhibiting, and it
was absolutely amazing! We gained
over 100 inquiries. It was valuable to
networking with relevant industry
brands and companies. Overall, we
were absolutely blown away!

Chris Cradock, Owner, Profile Creations

Deco Wash Pico is suitable for use on walkways.

10

Deco Wash Pico is a surface retarder that lightly delays the setting of the concrete surface layer.

BOOK YOUR STAND TODAY

SECURE YOUR SPACE THROUGH SPONSORSHIP

Belinda Wewege
E: Belindawewege@dmgevents.com T: +27 11 783 7250

Dean Lundall
E: Deanlundall@dmgevents.com T: +27 11 783 7250

Visit www.thehotelshowafrica.com for more info
Issue 231 • dw

Organised by:
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Interactive virtual expo to replace physical shows for Decorex
Joburg and 100% Design South Africa 2020

S

et to go live online at 10h00 on 06
August 2020 – the same time as the
originally planned event would have
opened its gates to greet the public at the
Gallagher Convention Centre in Gauteng
– is an innovative virtual expo developed
by the Decorex Africa Portfolio and Reed
Exhibitions. A first for the Decorex Africa
Portfolio, the virtual expo experience will
replace this year’s physical iterations of
Decorex Joburg and 100% Design South
Africa. The aim is to provide exhibitors,
members of the trade, and the public at
large, with a unique online opportunity to
engage and conduct “business as unusual”.
After understanding that it would not
be possible to host the country’s leading
interior design, décor and product design
shows in their usual venues in 2020 due
to lockdown restrictions, the team at Reed
Exhibitions Africa have looked to virtual
solutions in a bid to continue to support
the industry and its exhibitors. Reed
Exhibitions confirms that the decision
not to host any physical events in 2020
is a result of multiple discussions with

12
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the greater industry due to the impact of
COVID-19 and upon the advice of local
and national health authorities.
“Because this is the new normal,”
says Decorex Africa Portfolio Director
Sian Cullingworth, “we have adapted
accordingly and explored new ways to
enable trade within what’s currently
permissible. While we do mourn the
fact that we are unable to host Decorex
Joburg and 100% Design South Africa
in their usual format this year, we were
determined to do something to stimulate
trade and help reignite the economy. So,
the virtual expo was born. We’re here for
our exhibitors and we want them to know
that we value and support them. And not
only that, our thoughts are with everyone
who has been impacted by COVID-19.”
This interactive digital experience
embraces leading technology to create
a virtual world that will allow visitors
to engage with 3D-rendered exhibition
stands and enter booths where they can
Live Chat directly with exhibitors.

“Even once we can return to physical
events again, we plan to retain the element
of a virtual expo along with each physical
show as a value-add for both exhibitors
and guests, that serves to deepen and
extend the experience of the live events
even when they are over,” Cullingworth
continues.
In 2021 the Decorex Africa Portfolio
looks forward to organizing and
managing its four usual interior design
and décor shows (namely, Decorex
Durban, Decorex Cape Town, Decorex
Joburg and 100% Design South Africa)
accompanied by four virtual expos. In
addition to the upcoming virtual expo
in August this year, the lively social
media channels for both Decorex and
100% Design South Africa are currently
enriching the industry with live and prerecorded video content that covers new
product launches and interviews with
dw
designers and decorators.
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Aurecon highlights
benefit of digitised
construction assets

C

utting-edge digital tools will play
a key role in ensuring the future
sustainability of the construction
industry as the national lockdown in
South Africa moves to a risk-adjusted,
phased-down approach to mitigate the
impact of the Covid-19 pandemic on the
country.
Engineering, design and advisory
company Aurecon, which is rebranding
as Zutari, is using digitised models and
gamification to enhance the engineering
process by gaining feedback from
construction contractors, operators,
community and stakeholders during
project development and execution.
This gives engineers and owners remote
access to their virtual project, contractors
insight when tendering for contracts, and
allows specific training of operations and
maintenance staff before assets are even
built.
“As we realise new, decentralised ways
of working in the future, our ability to
create value in situations where distance

separates users and assets continues to
grow,” highlights Murray Walker, Creative
Technologies Developer, Aurecon. The
Covid-19 pandemic is an excellent
example where digitised construction
assets are affording stakeholders the
opportunity to gain value without site
presence.
“In times like these where we are forced
to decouple from our teams, clients and

project sites, cutting-edge digital tools
can ease the burden. Digitising design,
construction and operational assets
enables unparalleled remote insight
into engineering, status and quality,”
comments Walker.
For the last three-and-a-half years,
Aurecon has explored how advanced
visualisation of projects can aid its
design teams and clients. “From the get-

go, we have combined reality-capture
and design-model data with a gaming
engine to build custom interactions into
applications that aid the design teams
in both decision-making and client
understanding,” explains Walker.
Beyond working purely with design
models, Aurecon is able to monitor and
communicate construction process by
combining drone imagery, smart field
applications and insight from the site
team to robustly track progress and
quality in a gamified digital twin. Creating
geospatial digital databases, linked with
design models, has enabled the creation
of workflows that can assign construction
and quality information to the digital
asset automatically.
“Using our proprietary SiteLab tool to
view this information, users anywhere on

14
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the globe can observe real construction
progress and quality by asset layer and
through time. This is critical given
the many remote project sites in rural
Africa, with the owners, engineers and
contractors often headquartered out-ofcountry, let alone being off-site,” stresses
Walker.
Reality capture – by terrestrial laser
scans, drone photogrammetry or manual
terrestrial photogrammetry – allows for
remote assessment of sites and assets. If
the capture is conducted to the correct
standard, an incredible level of detail
can be realised. Hence reality capture
technology, best practice capture methods
and smart data processing tools all
combine to slash project budgets.
“Extending the value of the models
extracted from reality capture data

is a major focus now to improve the
assignment and transfer of metadata
and attributes from design through to
construction and into operations, creating
more value from the digital asset,” adds
Walker.
“We are creating digital tools today
so the asset managers of tomorrow are
empowered to maximise value from
their portfolios by having maintenance
manuals, BIM data and sensor data which
is all available in an intuitive, real-time
and interactive environment.”
This asset digitisation also opens up the
possibility of developing robust, practical
virtual reality training modules for
asset operators and maintenance teams.
Aurecon has developed a full substation
technical training module for one of
South Africa’s municipalities, which can
now train new electrical technicians in a
safe environment on their specific assets.
In solar energy, Aurecon has automated
workflows to transfer designs to full 3D
digital in minutes rather than weeks. “Our
engineering engine allows for the accurate
calculation of shadow paths with accurate
tracking movement, confirms component
placement and function, in-simulation
measurement, and completely frees user
navigation through the model,” points out
Shane Eglinton, Wind and Solar Leader,
Africa.
On wind-energy project sites, Aurecon
is now testing its civil works designs with
gamified delivery vehicles (including
telescopic trailers with rear steering
for delivery of abnormal components),
visualising wake impacts from wind
turbines to assist layout development
and explain impacts to non-technical
stakeholders, and animating construction
sequencing. This allows owners, engineers
and construction contractors to test
solutions throughout the development
process before executing final designs.
“We are constantly looking ahead to
what emergent technologies can offer
the engineering world, and adopting
tools from other industries such as
gaming to bring multiple new layers of
understanding, versatility and value to
dw
projects,” Walker concludes.
www.aurecongroup.com
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SACAP and
the VA IID

Product Design Forms Professional Body Parallel to The IID

A New Dawn

T

he directors of the IID are happy
to announce that they have been
in negotiations with product and
industrial designers around South Africa
to help them form a new professional
body to represent their interests. To this
end Maria Day, our Corporate Manager
at the IID, has been working hard behind
the scenes with the product designers
to ensure this collaboration comes to
fruition. The two bodies will operate under
one umbrella and form the beginning
of an even larger professional body that
represents the interests of all design
disciplines in South Africa. The IID has
also been in conversations with SAQA to
have the industrial design qualifications
recognised by them, as they have done
with the interior design qualifications.
The central aim of this alliance is to
stand as a unified body to empower design
professionals and to facilitate growth and
collaboration in the South African design
industries.
It is hoped this alliance will be the
beginning of achieving the even bigger
goal of establishing a South African
Design Institute representing all design
disciplines. This will have many benefits;

16
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• An institute with high membership
with the partnership forged between
all
design
disciplines
ensuring
better resources to implement better
operational quality and support of its
members
• An institute that will portray the
different disciplines and categories of
membership with a positive and solid
vision
• The unity provided by the institute will
translate into more clout and leverage,
steered by a highly professional team
• This leverage will allow us to lobby
government to conduct a survey to
establish to what degree all design sectors
of the design industry contribute to the
GDP of the country. Government may
release additional funds for development
within the industry. From initial contact
with government officials, there is a
need for a unified and established body
in order to motivate and lobby. The
institute will gain strength from the
number of professionals it represents
and with this power be able to steer and
educate government and industry to
improve business for designers

• An institute that promotes and applies
equity to all people involved in our
disciplines
• The institute that helps sponsor
meaningful awards on an annual basis
that champions, targets and recognises
quality within our industry on all levels
• We can set academic and professional
standards within our sector that enhance
our credibility within our community,
industry, government and the public at
large
• Facilitate cross pollination and harmony
across disciplines
• An institute that can be involved in
design education in the country and
promote design thinking methodology
at all levels of education
• An institute that promotes the World
Design Declaration that states “All
people deserve to live in a well-designed
world”
We welcome our friends from product
design to this initiative and look forward
to a long and inspirational association
with them. For further information email
maria@iidprofessions.org.za

I

n these stressful times, while architects
and interior designers alike are
struggling, I’d like to share some good
news: The African Institute of the Interior
Design Professions (IID) is working with
SACAP to give full legal recognition for
the professions of interior design and
interior architecture. This means that our
professions and our titles will be protected
by the statutes of SACAP.
Under SACAP’s directive, the IID
has set up working groups to refine
the designations according to SAQArecognized qualifications, devise a
new interiors PPE exam, and develop
a stringent RPL process. The tertiary
institutions offering interior design
degrees will need to be accredited through
SACAP as well.
As I have mentioned in a previous
article, well-designed interiors cannot be
separated from the architecture in which
they reside. Now that the world has ground
to a sudden halt and we are all confined
inside our homes, the importance of this
should be obvious to everyone, and not
only fellow design professionals. Let us all
learn from this unprecedented crisis and,
once the lockdown lifts, work together to
address basic human rights issues such
as overcrowding and safety. The postCovid reality means we cannot ignore the

Prof Des Laubscher
Chair of the Board IID

physical and psychologically impacts of
social distancing and sanitation when we
design buildings as well as their interiors.
Together, let’s talk to the end users,
listen to the community, consult the
elders / teachers / welfare workers / front
line medical staff, always remembering
that health and well-being comprise
both mental and physical health … in
short, we must understand the needs of
the end user rather than foist a cookiecutter infrastructure solution as a forgone
conclusion. SACAP has a huge role to
play here and we are willing partners.
My hope is that we can convene a multidisciplinary task force of professional

architects, engineers, landscape architects
and interior designers/architects to
tackle these problems together, as
today’s challenges are too complex for
one profession alone. Architects and
interior designers/interior architects
already design spaces that are conducive
to healthy living for our clients; now
let us do the same for all South African
citizens. The IID believes that living in
safe, humane conditions is a basic right
under our Constitution, not a luxury. We
are excited to join the SACAP family and,
together, make a meaningful contribution
dw
to the built environment!
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Product designer profiles

A

s 
a still often unknown
profession,
Industrial
Designers frequently find
themselves having to explain what
they do. Many graduates are employed
as draftsman, with the employer only
later discovering a far more capable
employee. This problem of Industrial
Designers not being recognised as
a professional, with a diverse and
useful set of skills, is a detriment to
graduates looking for jobs as well as
the industries that could benefit from
their contributions. The recognition
of Industrial Design as a specific

design profession amongst others like
interior design, offers not only the
opportunity for professional links, but
also a clearer distinction of skills and
capabilities. A professional body with
membership profiles would not only
add more credibility to a qualification,
but could also avoid confusion with
what a potential Industrial Design
employee is capable of. The hope in
joining IID Professions with a new
professional body for design, is to
foster not only opportunities for
collaboration but also a higher degree
of recognition and professionalism.

Kyle Brand: Lecturer, Industrial Design,
Department of Architecture and Industrial
Design, Tshwane University of Technology.

Dr. Vikki Eriksson: Lecturer and Postgraduate Supervisor:
Theory. Cape Peninsula University of Technology Industrial Designer.

Jean-Pierre Viljoen: Senior Design

The making of artefacts is an ancient practice, running parallel to the development of established communities and the modern
era. The creation and manufacturing of products using industrial processes represent a turning point in the history of design.
Today, Industrial Design globally contributes to society’s ability to communicate, be mobile, stay healthy, be safe and navigate all the
complexity of present-day life. Products permeate almost all of our daily activities and speak to the influence that industrial designs
have on shaping our world. The presence of a professional body allows industrial designers the ability to establish standards of practice
to which they hold each other accountable. This provides a space for the professions to grow and for principles of excellence and best
practice to be shared, which benefits those who commission products, and those who use them. A professional body also provides a
unified voice for Industrial Design professionals to secure a safe work environment and context.

Angus Donald Campbell: Head of Department, Department of Industrial Design,
University of Johannesburg
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Industrial design for too long
has remained a profession in South
Africa without the representation
of a professional body. Although on
multiple occasions efforts were made
to form such an organisation, they
inevitably fell by the wayside. Why
is it important to have a professional
body represent Industrial Design in
South Africa? Firstly, as all industrial
designers know, there is very little
understanding or respect for the
potential of our discipline in South
Africa. A professional body would
enable the discipline to have a voice
that could better market what we do,
but more importantly, have the ear
of Government. Secondly, as Victor
Papanek said in the preface to his 1985
book Design for the Real World, “There
are professions more harmful than

industrial design, but only a very few
of them.” Professionalisation will help
to enable a more responsible Industrial
Design discipline in South Africa, and
at the same time, will allow the wider
public who may want the services of an
industrial designer to be able to verify
an individual or company’s credibility.
With industrial design being offered
as a qualification in South Africa since
1963, and with a wide diversity of
industries being serviced by industrial
designers, it is important that such a
professionalisation process enables
accreditation based on qualifications,
but also in terms of experience - this is
what we intend with the merging of the
Industrial Design discipline into IID
Professions to form a new professional
body of design in Southern Africa.

As we work through our
numerous responsibilities on a daily
basis, thinking about a professional
body is unlikely to be among the top
priorities. We believe that joining
a professional body that actively
seeks to further the importance of
the profession and its members is
worth thinking about. As a member
of a professional body, you are
recognized as a professional in
your field, and it carries a degree of
respectability when applying for jobs
or presenting credentials to potential
clients.
Another benefit is the opportunity
to network at sponsored events or

functions. This is an opportunity to
get to know your colleagues better,
interact with your competitors
and build a relationship with
potential mentors. The professional
body is seen as the first contact
for many clients searching for
professional designers and, as such,
they will frequently communicate
opportunities for recruitment,
consultancies and professional
development. These are just some
of the benefits that make joining
a professional body well worth
considering.

Daryn Molenaar: Product and Industrial Designer
specialising in Interaction Design and Calm
Technology.
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KSA

KSA update
June 2020

I

t is fantastic to see our members
fully back at work again under level
three. While we have no doubt that
pressures are still at play, it is fantastic for
the industry to be back and now able to
bring in work.
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Of vital important to the KSA, in the
move to level three, has been ensuring our
members are fully briefed on the correct
ways to bring their staff to work and
engage with their customers. Ensuring
that a correct and compliant health and

safety protocol has been adopted by our
members has been vital. We have stressed
to all our members that as employers they
have a key responsibility to do all they can
to keep their staff and customers safe as
they return to work. As such, at the end
of May, we held a second online industry
conference to brief our members on the
level three return to work requirements.
We are glad to say this was, once again,
embraced by our members with a
phenomenal turnout. Our Covid-19
care packages, which we started to send
out at the beginning of level 5, continue
to go out, updating members on all they
need to know on regulations and how
they affect them at work and at home.
Members continue to report back on how
useful these packages have been.
It is very important to us that we
keep working on ensuring our industry
stays connected. Our work with various
industry partners like SAFI, IID and
Decorex is ongoing. We have all been
sad to see the cancellation of the three
Decorex shows for 2020. We work closely
with Decorex on ensuring kitchens are
represented on this design platform,
and are pleased at how positive and
energised the Decorex team are to ensure
that 2021 has something special to show
consumers. SAFI has been valiantly
perusing the Furniture Master Plan with
government and we are looking forward
to a formal engagement with stakeholders
in the not too distant future. We are
also very excited about new possibilities
of collaborating with the IID and their
members after a recent meeting. We have
renewed stronger ties with our British
counterparts – KBSA - having regular
meetings during lockdown looking at
how our experiences are similar and
how we can learn from one another. We
feel very strongly that at times like these
industry organisations should be working
together.
With design shows like Eurocucina and
Decorex being cancelled lockdown has
stifled us on getting updates on the latest
trends. However, KSA supplier members

have come to the rescue using their new
product ranges as an insight into trends
from elsewhere in the world and inspiring
us to set new local trends. PG Bison held
their colour launch in April. This was
followed by our stone and surface supplier
member Cosentino who held their online
launch, and now by Caesarstone who are
launching their line of new colours to the
industry as we speak. We are very grateful
to our suppliers in the industry for
keeping us motivated and inspired with
new products, so that we can positively
look to new ideas instead of letting the
negativity of the times stifle industry
creativity.
We continue to look at all avenues
of adding value for our members and
assisting them through the tough times.
We recently hosted a webinar by Action
Coach on ‘how to corona-proof your

cashflow’. A big thanks to Bert Weenik
and his team for putting this together.
In the works are also a webinar with
Accountability on debt collection and
debt management, and a webinar on
trends and the times from the KBSA.
With more people working remotely
and online we are also introducing a
KSA app via the D6 Communicator.
We are hoping that this will make
communications with our members
easier to access. It will also facilitate us
making all our KSA members’ resources
accessible from a phone and readily on
hand.
July is AGM season for us and this
year we will be holding our first ever
online national AGM instead of our
three regional AGMs. This will be a
super opportunity for members to get
together across the provinces and hear a

little about what is happening in different
regions, and give us valuable feedback
on the initiatives they want us to focus
on moving forward, with lockdown and
Covid-19 forcing us all to reprioritise and
dw
look to new opportunities.
www.ksa.co.za
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3D PRINTING

3D Printing Technology Helps Cincinnati
Zoo’s Meerkats Mimic Wild Behaviors
Engineering meets zoology in a novel collaboration
between the Zoo and GE Additive

C

incinnati Zoo & Botanical
Garden is home to 2,000 animals,
including world-famous hippo
Fiona, and is committed to providing each
one with excellent care. Thanks to a novel
partnership with GE Additive, known
for pushing the boundaries of industrial
3D printing (often referred to additive
manufacturing), some of the animals are
getting meals from a fabricated feeder that
encourages natural foraging behaviors.
“Something that we often think about
is how to mimic natural feeding behaviors
in the animals that we care for. In the wild,
animals are adapted to find, acquire, and
process food – and it’s not always easy!
In human care though, food is always
available and of good quality and balance,
and in many cases, it’s consumed quite
quickly,” said David Orban, Cincinnati
Zoo’s animal excellence manager.
“For example, one challenge that we
often see when we offer live insects to
some of our birds or small mammals is
that they are captured and consumed in
a matter of five to ten minutes. We’ve had
the idea to create a more complex feeder
that will extend foraging duration, in
turn, extending animals’ physical activity
and mental stimulation, leading to more
naturally behaving wildlife,” added Orban.

Orban heads up a team that observes
and documents how animals are spending
their days and how they interact with their
environments and with each other. This
data is used to better understand animals’
experiences at the Cincinnati Zoo and can
be used to inform facets of animal care,
including husbandry, diet, habitat design,
and innovative enrichment solutions.
Engineers
from
GE
Additive’s
AddWorks consulting team in Cincinnati
used data collected by the Zoo’s animal
researchers and keepers to imagine how
metal 3D printing technology could help
give animals the opportunity to find their
food as they would in the wild.
“To kick things off, the Zoo team
showed us around and explained their goal
to keep animals engaged and enriched.
We were thrilled to be working with
such an atypical customer and challenge
that would allow us to demonstrate that,
with additive technology, the sky really is
the limit”, said Shannon Jagodinski, lead
engineer at GE Additive in Cincinnati.
One of the challenges in this pro bono
project was learning how to communicate
with each other – engineer to zoologist
and vice versa. Another was helping the
Cincinnati Zoo team understand the
possibilities that 3D printing creates.

Animals at Cincinnati Zoo engaging with the metal 3D printed cricket feeders.
(Photo: Cincinnati Zoo)

“Additive technology allows a design
to incorporate any shape, angle, structure
or texture that is needed, with metal or
plastic. The first thing that we considered
was safety for the animals, keepers,
and visitors, and then the Zoo’s request
that the animal enrichment device look
natural within the environment,” added
Jagodinski.
After their initial meetings, the
engineers at GE Additive and the
enrichment team and keepers at the Zoo
began exchanging their design thoughts
for a new feeder. The Zoo collected as
many ideas as possible from the animal
care staff for new enrichment experiences
for the animals.
The GE engineers assessed these
concepts for design feasibility, bearing
in mind the specific considerations
that go into designing an additive part everything from part orientation on the
additive machine build plate to powder
removal. They presented two ideas to the
Zoo team, who then selected the design
they thought would provide the biggest
benefit to the broadest group of animals.
The first part was printed, using recycled
Titanium powder, in February this year.

The final product is a device that
disconnects the keepers from feeding the
animals, disbursing food into habitats
at random times, which is more like an
experience that the animals would have
in the wild. The exterior of the device
replicates a tree trunk with a bark-like
texture, and the inside of the feeder has a
central enclosure to house crickets, which
is connected to varying length tubes that
exit the device at different points along
the exterior.
Depending on which tube the cricket
selects, it takes a different amount of
time to leave the device, which therefore
provides crickets to the animals at varying
times.
“After this feeder concept was selected,
my initial questions were ‘how big is a
cricket and what size tube do they need
to crawl through?’ We got some feedback

from the Zoo’s insect team and tried three
different tube sizes. We printed prototype
tubes with three different diameters and
tested them in a cricket enclosure at the
zoo to see which size worked best,” said
Jagodinski.
Despite Zoos all over the world being
temporarily closed due to the COVID-19
pandemic, the GE Additive team in
Cincinnati was able to deliver one finished
device before lockdown. Zookeepers have
been able to use this time to experiment
with, and test, the efficacy of the feeder
first with birds, then with smaller
insectivorous mammals such as meerkats.
“We have seen that foraging time and
the animals’ investigation and interaction
last for up to a few hours in our tests
compared to a few minutes, which is
really exciting for us because that means
we can utilize it multiple times a day and

in different habitats. We have really seen
that a lot of animals have been interested
in it and continue to stay interested in it,
which is exactly what we wanted,” said
David Orban.
GE Additive will be delivering
several more of the feeding devices to
the Cincinnati Zoo, including one for
education around animal enrichment
and 3D printing capability. This demo
piece will remove a portion of the bark
textured exterior to expose the complex
and intricate internal passageways made
possible with metal 3D printing to teach
school groups and other visitors.
“If there’s one thing I continue to learn
with additive is that every customer has
their own unique challenges. It is amazing
to see the positive impact that this unique
partnership has had for the animals,” said
Dave Chapin, leader of the AddWorks
consulting team at GE Additive.
As for Jagodinski, she’s looking forward
to the day the famous Cincinnati landmark
re-opens its gates, post Coronavirus, “I’m
excited to be able to go to the zoo with
my family and friends and to point into a
habitat and say hey I worked on that, that’s
a titanium additive part, and that was
created using 3D printing technology.” dw
www.cincinnatizoo.org

Video available in digital edition
designingways.com/Digi/2020/231/index.html

CAD models of metal 3D Printed cricket
feeder for Cincinnati Zoo.
(Photo: GE Additive)
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Inside the metal 3D printed cricket feeder. Device installed at the Discovery
Rainforest at Cincinnati Zoo.
(Photo: GE Additive)
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STK Restaurant

pontaneity, raw materials, pristine
nature and above all – meat. The
best steaks in the city of Olomouc
(Czech Republic).
Ten years back, you would have come
here to have your vehicle inspection
certificate stamped. Entering the place,
you would have covered your ears to
escape the noise of the roaring car engines
and watched the mechanics checking
clutches and brakes. As the shift ended
and the workers clocked out to leave for
home all hungry, they might have been
dreaming about one kind of meal. The
juicy steak they would eat seated at a
solid wood table supported by raw steel
legs. Greenery and nature come face to
face with animal force. That’s the core of
Steak Restaurant’s (STK) interior, housed
in a former car repair shop which gave the
steakhouse its name.
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STK emphasises simplicity and quality,
both in its food and its interior. Instead
of trying to deny and erase its greasy
automobile heritage, the place embraces
it. The 320 square metres of the restaurant
authentically engage individual elements
of its past. This is evident from the
materials, which include raw metal sheets,
black steel and rebars. We even turned a
seemingly problematic layout into an
advantage, transforming bearing walls in
narrow spaces into a vertical garden and a
platform for a barbecue.
Dominating the space are two huge
steel bulls – the owner’s wish and a clear
message to guests about the type of
cuisine they should expect. In STK, heavy
elements merge with nature. Willow
branches wrap themselves around the
tables and climb the walls, rising up to the
ceiling and over the bulls’ heads. Formed
from solid oak boards, the tables have a
rough hewn appearance and irregularly
shaped steel legs. Here and there, plants
spring from the ceiling and walls,
changing the interior’s look with each
new leaf that sprouts. Cowhide covering
one of the walls and woven rope complete
the signature style of the steakhouse. dw
www.studio-komplit.hr
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3F Lobby

Lobby Central Void - view from 3F

Lobby Central Void - View from bottom

Grand Gateway 66
A piazza for the modern era

A

Hong Kong-based firm specializing in architectural design,
renovations, and interior and
industrial design, is proud to unveil the
rejuvenated North building of the Grand
Gateway 66 retail complex (GG66),
located in Shanghai’s bustling commercial,
cultural, and historic zone of Xijiahui.
Comprised of two distinct buildings of
contrasting configurations, EGGL was
commissioned to provide the prominent
complex with a brand-new image, both
architecturally and functionally.

An embodiment of ‘Haipai’ culture,
where core Chinese and Western
values collide to make Shanghai one
of the most cosmopolitan cities in the
world, Xijiahui is in the midst of a
contemporary revitalization that is seeing
new developments and renovations. The
rejuvenation of the GG66 retail complex,
which originally opened in 1999, forms
part of that trend.
With EGGL as design architect and
interior designer, the renovation project
encompasses the entire retail complex,

1F Atrium - Concierge Counter
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including the transformation of the 20year old North Building, completed
in 2019, and an overhaul of the South
building, expected to be finalized later
this year.
“We derived much of our inspiration
from the cultural traditions of Xijiahui
and Shanghai,” explains Elena Galli
Giallini, architect and director with
EGGL. “We are endeavouring to create
what sociologist Ray Oldenburg refers
to as the “third place”, meaning engaging
environments away from home and the
workplace that offer possibilities for
socializing, discovering, learning, and
sharing.”
Designing a modern piazza
In approaching the North building,
EGGL faced a dark and aesthetically
unimpressive, undefined structure that
housed a dense compound with an
intricate array of small retail outlets.
With poor connectivity and sparse public
spaces, the existing building interior
lacked definition and attractiveness.
The building was badly in need of a
rejuvenated image to portray meaningful
relationships within a refined and

contemporary environment. In response
to the struggles of conventional malls in
the face of an e-commerce surge, lifestyle
changes, and evolving consumer demands,
EGGL’s goal was to transform GG66 from
what sociologist George Ritzer coined as
a “cathedral of consumption”, to a social
hub for modern, urban lifestyles, with the
allure of a luxurious destination.
To achieve that goal, EGGL began
by stripping down much of the North
building, providing a blank canvas
from which to embark on a completely
new architectural and interior design,
focused on the qualitative aspects of
space identity and aesthetic appeal. EGGL
complemented the architectural scheme
with an infusion of primary design
elements to define the character of the

atrium, including spandrels with backlit
glass panels, balustrades highlighted by
metal and glass, and unconventionallyshaped columns. An abundance of open
public spaces transformed lobbies on
each level of the building into internal
social plazas, each with its own visually
distinctive atmosphere, and each centred
on a core void incorporating the vertical
circulation of backlit escalators.
Let there be light
While abundant natural light is infused
into GG66’s South building through
skylights and a glass dome forming part
of its main roof, the North building was
devoid of such features, making lighting
design a critical part of the process. EGGL
overcame the challenge of a complete

lack of natural light by leveraging the
ceiling design as an opportunity to infuse
vibrancy into the scheme through the
integration of key features and organic
shapes that provide dynamic illumination.
Ceiling folds and looping coves distribute
suffuse light to enliven the building’s
architectural
features.
Meanwhile,
downlights serve as accent points, and the
escalators further brighten the ambiance
with their backlit wire mesh panels. On the
sixth floor, ceiling breaks transform the
escalator void into an eye-catching focus
of folding planes and triangulated shapes.
Hexagonal geometries interconnect to
create sculptural features, with suffused
light filtering along the edges.
EGGL’s selection of materials and
choice of a soft colour palette of beige
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Male Washroom - View from Entrance

and off-white hues for the ceilings and
floors further compensates for the lack of
natural light, while the bolder, darker hues
of the metal claddings of columns and
walls provide dynamic contrasts. Bronze
and copper tones accentuate details and
add warmth to the overall scheme. In
the washrooms, bespoke elements define
a neat, clear-cut environment featuring
white cubicles with bronze contrasts,
unconventional lighting, and cantilevered
hexagon-shaped washbasins that enhance
the ambiance. Everything weaves its way
into the grand design, with the colours
and details of every object carefully
selected in their placement.
A thorough, rigorous design philosophy
EGGL favours the use of natural
materials, such as stone, metal, and
wood, which respond well to the
proven techniques of detailing and
craftsmanship. Manipulation of materials,
with combinations of varied textures,
finishes, and patterns, was a critical part
of the GG66 design, with everything from
elevator cabs to wall claddings, doors,
handles, lighting fixtures and more being
customized exclusively for the mall.
“We develop each project from a
holistic approach, from space planning
to the most minute details,” explains Galli
Giallini. “Our designs build relationships
between each and every part of a project,
resulting in a cohesive ambiance.”
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The firm approaches every project
as a solution to a series of variables
in play, including the project brief
and requirements. Their focus then
incorporates the context of the place,
its geographic settings, environment,
culture, and the social demands of the
times. Together, those factors form the
basis of a setting’s ‘Genius Loci’, or spirit
of place. EGGL also embraces ‘limitations’
as intriguing and inspiring new challenges
to be overcome in strategic ways, rather
than as negative aspects or impediments
to the creative process.
Harmony through design
While the North and South buildings of
GG66 presented EGGL with vast contrasts
in spatial and visual characteristics,
harmonization of the two buildings was
never about forced artificial homogeneity,
but rather about designing two distinct
parts, with differing characteristics,
that work in synergy as a singular new
complex. Harmony and coherency
are further emphasized through the
consistency of EGGL’s colour palette and
selection of materials, while the use of
unconventional finishes and textures,
with calibrated contrasts, energize the
scheme and generate access points. This
dynamic integration of opposite values
reinforces what Elena Galli Giallini
refers to as a “Yin–Yang composition of
harmony”. Specially-designed motifs and

the creative use of recurring geometric
shapes create visual focal points that serve
as common denominators within the
overall scheme.
Extraordinary times
While the current COVID-19 climate
only further accentuates the problems
afflicting commercial complexes around
the world, Galli Giallini foresees surviving
malls scaling up amenities, revamping
branding, and focusing on new paradigms
of experiential-based offerings, while
also providing harmonious spatial
relationships and enduring elegance.
EGGL’s strategy in approaching the Grand
Gateway 66 project aligns with that vision
by enhancing the retail complex’s image,
and by transforming it into an experiential
destination.
“We focused on creating a ‘sensory
experience’, with a new look and feel
that would set it apart from other retail
destinations,” she says. “Our emphasis was
on creating a fluid and dynamic spatial
configurations that define an engaging
and memorable environment, and we
believe that this mall is well-positioned
to stand the test of time and thrive during
dw
these critical times.”
Photography by: Denice Hough

Workspace

www.elenagalligiallini.com

Male and Female Washrooms - Vanity
Counter & Wash Basins
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Creative visionary
Mali Langa
Designs on future normal

2020

was not the year anyone
expected to see the world
retreat to their homes, turning bustling
cities into ghost towns. Into the new
normal of quarantine and lockdown,
interior stylist and business woman, Mali
Langa, is a beacon, shedding some light
on how we will live, work and do future
business.
Working from home has moved
beyond a company perk and flexible
lifestyle choice into a lifesaving necessity.
Depending on the industry you work in,
the easing of lockdown measures and
a return to conventional office-based
working operations is going to take time,
and it will be global.

“With Covid-19 uprooting the whole
world and causing a dramatic change
in how we do business, we have to relook at how our homes are set up to
enable a productive working and living
environment. I think that this entire
experience is making us reassess life in
general, which is an opportunity to reinvent ourselves and our lifestyles and
be better at it,” says Mali Langa, founder
and creative director of Task Interiors
Styling, a boutique interior firm dedicated
to creating tailored spaces informed by
innovative style choices.
As our behavioural & commuting
patterns change, being productive in the
same space as where you rest, eat, exercise
and entertain yourself is becoming a
challenging necessity. This is where
Mali’s gift for styling and insight applies
a lifestyle lens to optimized, curated
working spaces.
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It’s what a space could be that get Mali’s
creative mojo going. “My design aesthetic
is influenced by my love for luxury, colour,
travel and global trends,” she says.
Mali’s styling tips can be easily applied.
These include thinking like a designer,
analysing a space for whom and what it
will be used for, along with what style
and mood inspires you. It’s important to
set and stick to a budget and shopping
list, but also to have fun with the creative
process.
Inexpensive additions can transform a
space, like making sure there is enough
lighting where you need it. White light,
warm light, or perhaps light that is tinted
from a coloured lampshade is integral
in creating atmosphere. Don’t forget
Mother Nature. Greenery adds a feeling
of liveliness and vitality to an interior.

The colour of the leaves, shape and
natural structure all enhance and balance
elements of design.
On the future of how business will be
done going forward, the Limpopo-born,
Johannesburg businesswoman is inspired
by the new economy of collaboration.
“It has taken the re-awakening of the
collective community to remember that
we have so much to learn from each
other, instead of creating in silos. The
collaborative economy is on the rise due
to technology and creativity,” says Mali
whose award-winning design company
crosses over both home and business
projects.
Beyond being an industry leader with
the accolades of being recognized as an
“African Luxury Influencer” by Luxury
Media Africa and her interior design

business winning “Best Newcomer Stand”
as well as the “Best Décor Stand” at the
2019 Decorex Africa Expo, Mali Langa’s
passion also extends to children’s issues.
Through her NGO, the Mali Langa
Children’s Foundation – which aids
children with basic needs – Mali uses
her voice, power and resources to make a
lasting difference in the lives of children,
particularly those from less fortunate
circumstances.
As we embark on a brave new
world, business people like Mali Langa
are setting the tone for responsible
leadership, striking a considered balance
between business and success, creativity
and passion and the spirit of giving.
Which is why she calls herself “a resilient
dw
revolutionary.”
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Back to work, back
to school, back
to new normal!

W

ith lockdown restrictions
slowly easing, the pressure is
on for businesses to comply
with government-led Covid19 guidelines,
and ensure social distancing and hygiene
precautions are fully implemented in
offices and all other workspaces.
These include a coronavirus health
and safety audit for all businesses of
more than five people, increasing the
frequency of cleaning and hand washing,
and encouraging back-to-back or sideby-side working. With changes likely to
be in place for the foreseeable future, the
emphasis is on employers taking legal
responsibility for their employees’ health
and safety.
Getting Back to the Office
Many businesses are struggling with
where to start and how to actually
implement the changes. As we start the
long road back to our new normality, it
is important that our workspaces adhere
to social distancing measures to enable
businesses to begin trading fully again,
and lessen the future impact on our
economy.
Whilst many organisations can take
advantage of remote working, for many
businesses in South Afrca this is neither a
sustainable nor an achievable way to work,
often due to the need to handle stock or
sensitive data. So what changes do we
need to implement to ensure returning
employees stay safe in the workplace?
Hygiene Precautions
Steps need to be taken to ensure that
additional hygiene practices become
common place in the office. Hand
sanitising units and antibacterial wipe
dispensers are low-cost, easy installations
and will be essential in combatting the
spread of infection.
Office Spacing
Consideration needs to be given to
the personal working space of staff.
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Allowances should be made to avoid hotdesking wherever possible, and desks
should be safely spaced and divided.
Remote working should be encouraged
where possible to reduce face-to-face
contact. In larger, open plan environments
consider one-way systems in walkways.
Staff Rotation
The number of staff in the office at any
one time should be kept to the minimum
required, with others working remotely.
Teams grouped by varying skillsets will
allow for easy isolation should virus
symptoms be present.
Cleaning Procedures
Deep cleaning will be required to
be increased as standard, with regular
disinfecting of shared areas. High
traffic contact zones, such as handles,
bathrooms, desks and chairs will need
wiping down with an antibacterial cleaner
frequently throughout the day.
Quick Actions to Make Your Office Safer
When returning to the office we can,
of course, expect the required levels of
hygiene to be permanently increased
to protect staff and visitors from viral
infection. Of course, these increased
measures will have a direct impact
on the requirements of the workplace
environment, some of which will take
time to plan and implement. That said,

many of these steps can be achieved
quickly and simply.
• Remove absorbent furniture and fabrics
• Unless they are bleach friendly, soft
furnishings are hard to keep clean.
Instead choose office furniture and
screening that is functional and easy to
wipe down.
• Install hand sanitising dispensing units.
Encourage the regular use of handsanitiser and promote the importance
of keeping personal workspaces clean.
• Add
perspex
screens
between
workspaces
• Installing
screening
between
workspaces and public areas is a quick
and effective way to protect your staff
and, if applicable, the public from the
risk of cross contamination.
• Allow two metres between all seating
• Two metres should be granted between
all workspaces. If this is not possible
when at full occupancy, consider shift
patterns or part-remote working to
reduce the overall number of staff in the
office at any one time.
• De-clutter personal workspaces
• Uncluttered environments are easier
to disinfect and maintain cleanliness
of and clear of clutter. Discourage desk
toys and minimise paperwork.
• Integrate top hygiene practices into
your culture Create policies to support
your new measures to ensure that
staff are fully updated. In the event of

sickness, staff should be encouraged to
stay at home. Should a full “sick day”
not be appropriate, remote working
should be provided as an option.
Designing a Safe Office Layout
There are many steps that can, and
must be taken to adapt your workplace
to prevent the spread of infection and
minimise impact of a further outbreak in
the future.
Desks and workspaces should be
reconfigured to allow at least two metres
between employees. Desks should also
be reconfigured to create back-to-back
or side-to-side working arrangements
whenever possible. Partitioning should
be installed to allow staff to work closely
without the risk of cross contamination.
Shared spaces such as kitchens and
meeting rooms should be redesigned to
allow for appropriate distancing measures
to be carried out, including floor markers
and signage to help guide and remind
staff to maintain safe distances between
themselves.
Open Plan Office Design
Open plan offices should be divided
using screening so that employees can
work without the risk of infection and
working spaces should be configured to
allow for back-to-back working. Shift
patterns should be adjusted, where viable,
to discourage full occupancy within the
office.

In larger, open plan spaces, one-way
traffic systems should be considered
to help support social distancing in
walkways. Floor stickers, signage or
painted visual aids could be installed
to enable safe working distances to be
adhered to. Installing additional breakout zones will reduce congregation of
people during breaks, as will staggering
break-times and lunches.
Safe Work Planning
Where possible the minimum number
of staff should be in the workplace at one
time. These core members should practice
social distancing, from each other and the
public, supported by way of screening
and/or physical distancing measures.
Where physical distancing is not viable
work teams should be established, made
up of varying skillsets. In the case that
there is an outbreak of infection within
one team, it then becomes relatively
fast and easy to isolate the case to one
section of your business – allowing work
to continue and minimising the risk of
spreading the infection.
Face-to-face
meetings,
when
unavoidable, should be held in well
ventilated rooms or even better, when the
weather permits, outside.
Change Your Workplace Thinking
Amongst the challenges and barriers
your business is facing right now, it is
important to try to retain who you are and

what your goals are for the forthcoming
months. When adapting your working
spaces to adhere to distancing
requirements, take time to plan your new
layout to ensure it will work for your staff
and still works for your company goals.
We do not believe that these changes
are being put in place for a quick fix.
Rather we see that by adjusting fully to
the new normal we find ourselves in,
the adaptations will allow us to move
fluidly through the unknown landscape
that lies ahead. By taking the correct
measures to keep your staff safe and your
business functioning, future impacts of
an extended pandemic or new waves of
infection will be minimised.
Investing in these preparations
properly will not only protect staff but will
also minimise the risk of financial impact
from absence or closure.
For many, particularly those who are
business owners, the period of lockdown
has been a chance to reflect on what has
been working well as of late, and what
in fact, has not. Take this moment as an
opportunity to refresh and revitalise your
workspace and allow it to work as best it
can, to support the current demands of
your team and the day to day running of
dw
your business.
www.cecilnurse.co.za
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Sitting Comfortably

Newform Ufficio
Multi-workstations with Kamos Pure

K

amos is one of Newform Ufficio’s
widest and most versatile
collections. Whether it’s for large
corporate areas, co-working or small
private offices, its Pure and Plus versions
will allow you to furnish any space. At a
time when it is necessary to rethink the
organization of work and the distribution
of workstations, some Kamos Pure
solutions show all their functionality.
Ideal in open-space offices, the multiworkstation system allows you to create
‘small oases’ to ensure distancing, privacy
and concentration. These compositions
include desks, storage units, pedestals,
shelves and – above all – integrated
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perimeter partitions. In this way, each
‘cubicle’ could become a sort of private
room, also equipped with sofas and tables
for small meetings or moments to relax.
The wide range of finishes and matching
possibilities let you uniform the style
not only between the worktops and the
partitions, but also with all the other
furnishing accessories.
In this way, without distorting the
office setup, it is possible to ensure the
right distance between people, to let them
move in a space where they can balance
moments of sharing and exchange
with others to gather ideas and to act
dw
individually with equal efficiency.
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the sofa hovers well above the ground
giving it a weightless appearance that the
Modern era craved.

Perched Pretty
By Mila Crewe Brown

F

or objects of such practical use, the
items of furniture that we sit on
have inspired, even made, many
a designer throughout the ages. For
every one iconic bookshelf or side table
ever made, you could arguably name
three famous chair designs without even
trying. Why is that? “They are portraits
of their users and reflect the production
techniques with which they were created.
You can recognise and understand an
era – its social structures, its materials,
techniques and fashions – by its chairs,”
said Rolf Fehlbaum, Chairman Emeritus
of Vitra. If you haven’t watched Vitra’s
latest film, Chair Times, on their website,
you’re in for a treat. It’s a love letter to
iconic chairs from 1800 to the present.
It’s true, chairs have that cool factor that
side tables and bookshelves can’t touch.
Beyond their basic function…to seat
human beings, the design permutations
are endless. Take for example, Marcel
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Breur’s 1928 Cesca chair comprised of
tubular steel, caning and beech wood;
a cantilevered design which bucked
the need for four legs. When compared
to Eero Saarinen’s 1955 Tulip Chair of
molded fiberglass and cast aluminium,
the two hardly look like iterations of the
same object. And both of these methods
of production: fiberglass molding and
tubular steel, were groundbreaking at
the time, catapulting the design industry
forward.
Locally, every other restaurant and
hotel owns at least a gang of Houtlander’s
spindle-back chairs, which are reaching
cult status in SA for their design
simplicity and contemporary folk appeal.
David Krynauw is another one to note for
his experimentation with manufacturing
methods and CNC machinery. Krynauw’s
chairs (and other items of furniture) have
a pureness and fluidity rarely seen in
timber furniture.

For something we tend to spend most
evenings lounging on (let’s be honest),
sofas don’t have the same rock star cred
that chairs do. There are however a few
that made the history books. Lucian
Ercolani’s Originals Studio Couch,
manufactured by Ercol is as popular
today as it was in 1956 with collectors
scrambling for vintage originals. Loved
for its mid-century appearance, its slatted

frame of steam-bent beech and solid elm
on the back with a low-slung profile gives
it a contemporary appearance that has
carried it into the 21st century.
It was Modernism’s founder Walter
Gropius who designed the F 51 Sofa back
in 1920 for his office at the Bauhaus School.
This design is famed for its cantilevered
construction, whereby the armrests float
above the sofa seat and the underside of

Nowadays, modular sofas get high
praise for their clean lined, contemporary
form and flexible arrangement thanks to
their sectional parts. They can be used
as a complete L shaped sofa or separated
out as a chaise and smaller sofa to suit the
user’s individual needs.
Designers working in the sustainable
design sector are thankfully conscious
not to let aesthetics slip either. The Cork
Stool with Backrest is one of Laurie Wiid
van Heerden’s few chairs and uses 100%
organic, completely recyclable cork and
yet it remains a cool, design-sensitive
piece. Danish brand Sika Design’s wicker
chairs and sofas are not only highly
coveted for their good looks but are
sustainably made form quick growing,
renewable rattan. It’s no surprise that Sika
Design has collaborated with the likes of
Arne Jacobsen, Franco Albini and Nanna
Ditzel to produce its world-famous
designs.
Launched last year, Houtlander’s
Preservation Bench is well worth noting
too, even if it isn’t strictly a sofa, it’s got
green credentials like no other. Created
in collaboration with the American
Hardwood Export Council, the thermally
modified American red oak used in
its making is replaced in less than one
second through natural regeneration in
the American hardwood forest and stores
carbon for its lifetime...pretty impressive,
dw
we say.
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Comfort Creations is
excited to share
its latest product
catalogue with
the Interior
Design Industry.

W

ith the release of the 2020
Edition,
Sales
Manager
Ian Wainwright presents
over 210 pages from the new Comfort
Creations catalogue illustrating the design
collections.
Specializing in soft seating, from locally
designed and manufactured to imported
designer collections, our 2020 Edition has
something for everyone.
“ Inspiration for the Great Indoors”

ChairClub
supporting education one chair at a time

C

hairClub, South African manufacturers of world class office
seating, has partnered with the
Adopt-a-School Foundation, to launch an
initiative that supports local education one chair at a time.
The Buy One, Give One campaign is
a simple but effective programme, and
promises that for every chair sold from
the ChairClub’s office chair range, the
company will donate a school chair to one
of a number of disadvantaged schools in
rural and urban communities across the
country.

ChairClub managing director Travers
Hathrill says that ChairClub’s objective
is to create a positive movement in
the country by creating awareness
around inequalities and inadequacies in
disadvantaged and rural schools in order
to ensure positive learning experiences
which will lead to greater opportunities
for South Africa’s youth.
“Through this initiative, and by
partnering with the Adopt-A-School
Foundation, we believe we are able to
make a sustainable difference to the lives
of learners. We aim to be able to give

multiple chairs to schools in need through
our ongoing Buy One, Give One campaign
and we are encouraging corporate South
Africa to support this endeavour.
“By challenging businesses and
individuals to join the movement in
support of education we invite them to be
part of ChairClub,” says Hathrill.
Adds Steven Lebere, Chief Executive
Officer, Adopt-a-School Foundation:
“The Foundation believes in the power
of collaboration. We are proud to have
ChairClub on board and are excited
about the Buy One, Give One campaign.
Over the last 18 years, we have mobilised
the private sector to invest effectively in
education. There are many avenues in
which companies can support schools,
of which this exciting campaign is one
example.”
Chairs that have already been allocated
for targeted schools will be delivered once
the national lockdown has been lifted and
dw
schools have reopened.

Here are some of Ian’s highlights from
the new catalogue:
The 2020 Edition features full product
detail listings. This saves you, the Interior
Designer, time in choosing the right
design for projects and presentations.
Comfort Creations’ new loose-leaf
ring binder with individual inserts makes
future updates and additions a quick and
painless exercise.
Assisting our clients with the relevant
information, drawings and visuals are
important.

You will find specifications compiled
efficiently, enabling you to meet deadlines
effectively.
Inside the ultimate guide….
• Extensive ranges and selections of
designs, seating solutions, and modular
systems manufactured locally.
• Smart furniture devices
• Convenient sourcing
• Easy to specify
• Easy to navigate
• Colour-coded icons on locally
manufactured, semi-local and import
• Nine segmented colour-coded Categories
• Introduction of brand new designs
• Detailed product information

• Detailed leg, bases and loose cushion
options
• Inspirational visuals
• Popular Landscape Lounge drawings
• Component drawings
• Premium brands such as Lapalma and
Tonon Italy, Designer profiles and their
inspirations, products and designs
related to International Design Awards.
• Latest trends and innovations
Comfort Creations catalogue is out
now, Get your ultimate guide to select
your products, designs and inspirations dw
www.comfortcreations.co.za

www.chairclub.co.za
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What makes the
perfect chaise
longue

R

epose came about via an interior
design project, a coastal villa for
which OKHA created bespoke
furniture. From the outset, Creative
Director Adam Court knew he wanted
the main seating to be a highly sculpted
form that would hold and anchor the
space and be the design lead for the
interior. The open-plan living space had
complicated proportions that prohibited a
natural circulation of movement; drawing
an organic shape on the floor plan was
the best way to solve these problems.
The curvature of Repose is, therefore,
a product of this fluid and adaptable
approach to finding a design solution
by engaging with context and utilising
restrictive parameters to find a new
aesthetic. Once the Repose shape was
established, the rest of the design process
was intuitive and guided by this initial
free-form, organic shape. The curves and
sensual lines of the sofa thus directed the
evolution of the interior design concept of
the project.
Creating a three-dimensional form out
of such a non-systematic, non-linear and
irregular organic form was a complex
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process. OKHA constructed the wooden
frame as a piece of sculpture, resolving
the engineering as they progressed; an
enormous amount of time was spent
in the factory guiding and evolving the
construction from the timber stages
through to the extensive foam shaping
and modelling.
Creative Director Adam Court says that
“Creating the Repose was a very gratifying
process for me as a designer as I come
from a fine art background and sculpture
was one of my passions, given that and the
fact that I have no formal design training
or CAD skills (I draw everything by hand

and build models), the end result was
very satisfying (as we all know it is not
always). The concept that had for some
time been germinating in my head, had
managed to be transmitted from a mental
concept, through to drawings and then
workshopped into a full-scale physical
form without losing any of its original
intent.
Aside from its physical, visual features,
which I find sensual, feminine and very
human, the sofa is well conceived in terms
of ergonomics and practicality; it comes
in five different size formats with attached
and detached ottomans making it a
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Winter Outdoor Living

pliable sofa system as well as a beautifully
sculpted, landscape form.
I believe the greatest success of the
design is how it immediately provokes
an emotional and visceral response from
the viewer, I believe that all good design
must function on multiple levels and
responding emotively, in a human to
human way, which is one of the design
principles I try and build into my work.”
A sensual, serene, surreal landscape
sculpted into seating design. With
feminine contours and seductive lines, the
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Repose sofa stretches out like a languid
form in recline. Adam describes how he
was “drawing something freehand, loose
and fluid and not thinking about the
end result and where it was heading, the
shape created itself, then I coerced into
something you rest and recline on. That
way of drawing is intuitive and without
any predestination, when an interesting
form appears you seize it and work with
it.”
“Repose is a truly unique and beautiful
sofa. OKHA has designed it to be viewed

from every elevation to enhance the
distinct shape which makes it instantly
iconic and perfectly complements
our design philosophy. This is why we
wanted to exclusively represent it.” –
STUDIOTWENTYSEVEN
REPOSE sofa is represented exclusively
in the USA by STUDIOTWENTYSEVEN.
Repose is available in five size variations
and can be customised to include
dw
matching ottomans.
www.okha.com
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in Victorian tiles and Opia Design, who
stock internationally coveted Popham
Design tiles. You can also create the look
of a rug by laying a square of patterned
tiles into a cement floor.
Local outdoor furniture is suddenly
blooming, with a host of new
contemporary designs proving that
outdoor chairs and tables can be just as
design forward as indoors ones. Haldane
Martin, for example, is doing incredible
things with clean-lined designs in powder
coated steel and thermally modified oak.
Thermal treatment to wood is becoming
a popular method resulting in natural
woods suited to outdoor use with even
higher durability.
Brands such as Mobelli do outstanding
contemporary furniture designs while
Plaisir du Jardin straddles the divide
between modern and classic styles and
Garden Bleu specialises in the more
traditional styles like French garden
furniture and wirework.

Winter Style for the Outdoors.
By Mila Crewe Brown

S

outh Africa is one of few countries
in the world where we can enjoy the
outdoors nearly all year round. Sure,
our winters are cold (even wet) depending
on which part of the country we live in,
but the days can be hot, cloudless, and
sunny. Because of our incredible weather,
South Africans have adopted an indooroutdoor way of living that’s uniquely ours.
Our interior spaces extend outside by
way of verandas, patios, and decks which,
when covered, are akin to any room in the
house.
The styling of these spaces is important
to creating a comfortable, indoor look.
Styling a veranda or patio as you would
a living room makes all the difference,
so lamps, rugs, cushions, and stylish side
tables are what it’s about.
There was a time when carpets had
no place outdoors at all. Thankfully,
polypropylene rugs have become the goto for those who don’t want to sacrifice on
outdoor style underfoot. Thanks to a vast
array of brands now offering rugs in 100%
polypropylene, you can now get rugs
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of any size, colour and pattern that are
resistant to sun and rain, and look great
thrown over decked or cement floors.
If it’s a natural look you’re after, then
Coirtex’ All Weather Range is UV
protected and washable. Designers love
their rugs for their deceptively soft handle
and all-weather hardiness, as well as the
fact that they don’t shed. Rebtex offers
its own outdoor solution in the way of
Woven Vinyl which comes in a couple of
patterned options which can be used as a
wall-to-wall or loose application. Airloom
also makes a polypropylene flatweave
range called Inside Out, which features
patterning such as ikat, herringbone and
scallops if you’re after a bolder look.
If outdoor rugs don’t speak to you then
perhaps interesting tiles might. The trend
for patterned encaustic cement tiles is still
very much alive. These tend to be much
thicker but offer a bold, often colourful
Mediterranean style and are naturally
durable. Brands with fantastic patterned
options include Hadeda, Moroccan
Warehouse, Quadrata, who specialise

Douglas & Douglas released a collection
of outdoor furniture in collaboration with
Sunbrella last year that blew us away.
Made from UV protected powder coated
stainless steel, the collection takes its cue
from currently trending rattan weaving
designs, but offers all the durability from
the use of steel.
For a long time, Sunbrella’s fabrics have
been the gold standard in performance
but lately they’ve upped their game further
with colour and pattern ranges that truly
put style at the forefront. Their outdoor
fabrics are UV treated, stain, water, fade,
mildew and even bleach resistant, so you
can clean tough stains with bleach-based
solutions.
And for those days or nights when you
need a little extra warmth, heating using
infrared heat waves is becoming a popular
option as it’s eco-friendly and kinder to
humans. Using radiant heat to heat the
human body, rather than convectional
heat to increase the ambient temperature,
infrared heating is also economical and
better for use with people who suffer from
sinus. If you’re after a more alfresco feel,
then a well-designed fire pit or brazier
with bench seating can be an absolute
showstopper for chilly evenings under the
dw
night sky.
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more convenient, but do have limited heat
capabilities, so if you have a larger space
to heat, a wood-burning heater could be a
better option for your home.
How much heat is needed?
Heat is rated in kilowatts, with each
wood heater is graded to the amount
of kilowatts it can produce. Assuming
you have some insulation in the roof,
reasonable well-fitting doors and
windows giving a fair seal, and some
of the house carpeted or wood floors, a
heater producing 1 kW of heat will heat 40
cubic metres of space. The heating power
of wood heaters varies widely, with some
appliances producing as little as 4kW and
others up to 16kW.
Looking at the most efficient choice in
terms of running costs and environmental
impact, sale figures in South Africa over
the past few years – flueless gas and
closed-combustion wood stoves are by
far the most popular. They both will
soften the blow from your electricity bill
as well as provide you with heat more
economically.

The need for heat
by Gideon Schutte
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S

aying life is a bit chilly – is not
only a gross understatement as life
has become a matter of survival in
more than one way. For many the winter
that is upon us is not only a dark cloud of
economic uncertainty hanging above us,
but also an icy cold experience in most
provinces.
With soaring electricity prices and
looming load shedding, considering a gas
or wood-burning stove / fireplace could
prove to be an excellent home investment
and ... keeping the polar brrrrr... bears
away.
Knowing how to make an informed
decision, requires a bit of knowledge

and to be familiar with your needs and
preferences.
If you love the ambiance, smell and
general feel of a wood fireplace, a gas
model won’t come close. There’s nothing
quite like lighting a fire at the end of the
day where you can settle in to enjoy the
heat and relax. For the environmentally
conscious, wood is also a more sustainable
fuel option, as it can be grown and
sustainably sourced.
If you do prefer to pass on the
firelighters, the stoking, the ashes and the
flue cleaning, to instead simply press a
button for your instant fire – gas models
may be the way to go. They are certainly
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Having a 100 mm plus layer of insulation
in your roof will substantially increase the
heating effect of your fireplace, thereby
reducing your running costs and carbon
footprint, as well as keeping your home
cooler in summer. In most homes it is not
that expensive to install.
Concerning safety – the law does not
allow vent-free fireplaces in the bathroom
or bedroom and only gas fires with
balanced-flue units or flued gas fires are
safe to use.
Before settling on a particular model
it is best to ask an expert. Your choice of
fireplace can play a vital role in both the
look and feel and efficiency of your home.
After all, the hearth is often referred to as
dw
the centre of the home.
www.ineeden.co.za
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Hygge

T

he Mill was established in 2006
by founder Lorna Bailey on the
philosophy that there would
always be companies, both of a corporate
and / or hospitality nature who appreciate
furnishing fabrics of fresh designs,
uncompromising quality and durability.
The Mill pride themselves in designing,
manufacturing, importing, sourcing and
distributing their own fabric collections,
which are coordinated and sampled inhouse. As well as offering a standard
range of stocked inventory, The Mill
specialises in custom designed & branded
fabrics, specifically woven or embroidered
to their client’s requirements.
Although The Mill is a relatively young
company, it has a wealth of experience
and knowledge spanning 25 years. They
thrive on introducing new fashion and
design to The Interior Design Industry.
The Mill offers the opportunity to invest
in furnishing textiles that differentiate
from the mundane, mass production and
compromise. Each item is individually
tested to meet the necessary contract
specifications, therefore ensuring that all
fabrics are accompanied with the relevant
technical information. We are happy to be
featuring our latest collection: hygge!
The definition of the word “hygge”
perfectly describes the plush, soft and
comforting look and feel of our new fabric
range from THE MILL FABRICS by the
same name.
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With the contrast of a natural cotton
base weave crossed with a tightly
constructed chenille, “hygge” comes alive
with a shot effect velvety pile. Also adding
to the charm of “hygge”, is a textured
slub yarn creating a linen look down the
length of the fabric. “hygge” is a versatile
plain upholstery texture suited to ultramodern, both smart and casual as well as
sophisticated, eclectic elegance. Whether
dressing up a slick Scandinavian furniture
setting or a deep buttoned antique piece,
you’ll love the versatility “hygge” has to
offer.
The pleasure continues with an array
of 39 delicious colours sharing their
names with popular modern day cocktails
aligning with its delightful palette. Let
your imagination go wild as you drink
in these irresistible shades of Double
Jeopardy, Tanqueray and Hennessy
along with soothing tones of Mocktail,
Musgrave and Martini. Enjoy more fun
design with exploding bursts of colourful
Sourz, Bananarama and Bombay Blue!
True to its underlying business
philosophies, The Mill continues to focus
strongly on service, communication and
delivery with a view to exceeding our
customers’ expectations in all aspects of
dw
our business.
www.themillfarbics.co.za/hygge
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NEON’s “Shiver House” is re-imagined in wood to celebrate its five
year anniversary
Korpo, Finland

S

hiver House was previously installed
in 2015 as part of the Barfotastigen
exhibition in Korppoo, Finland.
The project was intended to be in-situ for
four months, but due to its popularity it
was kept on-site on a longer-term basis.
On the project’s second year, Korppoo the island on which it sits, began hosting
summer concerts next to the project
as part of the renowned Jazz festival
“Korppoo Sea Jazz”. A new edition has
been created to celebrate the project’s
five-year anniversary constructed out of
Finnish Airplane Ply.
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About Shiver House
Shiver House is a radical reinvention
of the common Finnish Hut (mökki).
The project is a kinetic “animal-like”
structure that moves and adapts in
response to surrounding natural forces.
Shiver House is an exploration of the idea
that architecture can be used as a means
to create a closer emotional link between
its inhabitants and the natural world it sits
within. In addition, the project explores
the idea that architecture can be made to
seem ‘alive’ with the intention that this
will engender a deeper and longer-lasting

emotional relationship between people
and the structures we inhabit.
“While the world is adjusting to the
new reality of Covid-19 I feel that there
needs to be a greater emphasis given
to the way architecture, art, and design
might be used as a means of reducing
anxiety, connecting us with nature and
bringing people together again in public
spaces. Shiver House’s architecture is in
a constant state of transformation and
‘performs’ with the ever-changing flows of
the wind, it is an ideal means of grounding
people in the present moment,” said Mark
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Nixon of NEON.
The house employs the use of 600 kinetic
counter-weighted shingles which respond
to the changing weather conditions of
the site. Wind, rain, and snow cause the
shingles to rotate into a closed position
giving the structure the temporary
appearance and function of a shelter. The
Shiver House is constantly transforming
between being a functional shelter and
a poetic and experiential device. Users
that sit within the structure can observe
the ever-changing environment as they
watch the kinetic shingles modulate the
internal light levels as well as views out to
the surrounding landscape.
The project is constructed using a
simple timber structure which supports
a number of rows of tensioned steel wire.
These steel wires are treated as batons and
are designed to hold the counterweighted
shingles. The shingles are constructed
using a folded and cut Airplane Ply which
has been soaked in a protective oil. The
counterweight is constructed using a
stainless-steel nut and bolt.
Conceptually, the piece suggests that
architecture, rather than static and
function-led, can be a poetic, living, and
dynamic element which changes the way

we relate to the landscape that surrounds
us.
“Every
year,
the
Barfotastigen
exhibition invites professional artists
to interact with the unique archipelago
environment – asking them to respond
to the site and/or issues concerning the
wider archipelago area,” Sandra Nyberg
the curator of Barfotastigen explained.
“While most works are temporary with
a life span of four months to a year, Shiver
House quickly became part of the site in
a very prominent way. Therefore – to the
delight of our visitors, the organizers of

the Korpo Sea Jazz festival, and of course
ourselves – we decided to commission a
new version of the work and make it a
more permanent feature of the exhibition.
The concept of the work is well-suited to
be experienced in all seasons and times
of the day. The everchanging conditions
strongly and fittingly alter the mood of
the work, ranging from lively and light to
somber and subdued.”
The protective oil was kindly donated
dw
by Virtasen Maalitehdas.
www.neon.uk/#/shiver-house

Video available in digital edition
designingways.com/Digi/2020/231/index.html
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Revitalization of Prague riverfront area
The project has been built for ten years. We co-initiated it in
2009 as a programme and architectural revitalization of
the Prague riverfront area that was built as a quay and
transhipment point. The area was deserted after the 2002
floods and used as a car park. By gradual programme
activation, we have achieved cultural and social revival, and
subsequently, architectural rehabilitation.

we initiate this layer and create a functional tension between the opening of the vaults and
their content based on unique contact with the exterior, the tension between the “splendid
isolation” of the immediate relationship with the river and the secondary connection to the
city from the upper level of the embankment. We work with a characteristic approach to
spatial detail; our interventions contrast, and at the same time, complement the whole with
meaningful (sensory) fragments with the same principle as the eye complements the face;
it is its sensor, as well as an integral part.
The vast revitalized riverfront area stretches along the three Prague embankments: Rašín,
Hořejší and Dvořák, almost four km in length. The completed first phase is Prague’s largest
investment in public space since the revolution in 1989, the first of this kind, and with
great sociocultural impact. It focused on the reconstruction of 20 vaults in the riverside
wall (originally ice storage areas). Instead of creating classic interiors, the vaults are merged
with the exterior with maximum contact with the riverfront area and the river.

P

rague’s riverfront area is a public
space of city-wide significance,
enabling a unique symbiosis of
public space with the spinal cord of the
city: the Vltava River. In the regulated part
of the banks, the riverfront architecture
becomes the backbone for the river spinal
cord, which, through the individual
“vertebrae” of the embankments, holds
the skeletal system of the city on which
the entire urban structure forming its
body is hung. This skeleton should not
be stiff, mounted and petrified as a
monumental relic, but should allow the
flowing and cultural life of all-Prague
significance based on architectural and
content authenticity. In our revitalization,
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Programme
The vaults will serve as cafés, clubs, studios, workshops, galleries, a library branch,
space for neighbourhood meetings and public toilets. The architectural design works with
modular diversity, the spaces are designed as a detailed base that includes all operational
and technical facilities and a bar that can be moved to different positions. There is a user’s
manual that contains the identification of the individual tenants and the addition of builtin elements (the insertion of floors into large vaults, exterior bar, etc.) Emphasis is placed
on the possible adjustment of each of the vaults so that they gain consistent integrity
through the equipment of each tenant with their seating furniture and interior elements.
As architects, we supervise the individual adjustments so that the basic vision of the area is
preserved, while achieving authenticity for each tenant. We try to be support for the tenants
and stay in the background architecturally, allowing a diversity of opinions. Although this
often means different architectural sensitivities, we believe this will complement our basic
vault design through another layer. Most of the tenants who co-created the phenomenon
of the riverfront area will continue there, and new projects have been selected from a whole
spectrum of plans in an open public competition. We believe they will socially complement
the riverfront area and offer various content and programme concepts that will cater to all
needs.
As part of the architectural revitalization, we initiated the creation of a programme
methodology for the riverfront area. The position of curator was created to complement
the functional triangle of manager–architect–curator, with an authority overseeing the
cultural and social quality of this valuable public space.
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AROUND AND
ABOUT
vaults on the Hořejší Embankment have
steel sculptural entrances curved into the
jamb in such a way that they connect the
vault with the riverfront area in the entire
space when opened. In the vaults with
public toilets, the entrance wings follow
a smooth arc into the interior membrane
separating the cabins from the public area.

Ground floor - Public bathrooms

Front view - Public bathrooms

Architectural design
The interventions symbiotically merge
with the original architecture of the
riverside wall, into which they naturally
fuse; by using the acupuncture strategy,
they re-create a monumental whole. The
aim is the most direct connection with
the riverfront area with the maximum
opening of the spaces inside the wall.
The architectural design responds to
the context of the place and works with
minimal artistic means that allow purging
of the existing shapes and relations and
finding new interconnection views and
possibilities arising from the environment
of the embankment.
The six vaults on the Rašín Embankment
are built following the almost circular
arc of the upper part of the existing
openings. The design itself is based on a
tiny intervention, which takes more than
it adds and brings the existing quality
back in a contemporary way, creating a
unique situation and opportunity. The
former stretch metal curtain wall and
stone constructions built into the original
bridge arches of the riverfront wall were
knocked down and replaced with largeformat glazed round windows that open
by diagonal rotation inside the frame. The
entrance portals are designed as atypical
steel frames with dilated elliptic glass
weighing 1–1.5t. The stone arched linings
of the existing portals are completed
with stone stepped volumes following
the former steps allusion, which hide
the installation shaft, air-conditioning
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vent and anti-flood control elements.
The elliptical pivoting windows made
of organic glass 7cm thick and 5.5m in
diameter weigh approximately 2.5t. Each
has a unique shape and, due to their size
exceeding the standard glazing, these
are probably the largest pivot windows
in the world. Opening and closing is
engine powered. For the operation of
the inner spaces, the windows are fixed
in the position of 60% of its opening.
Other options are automatic opening with
motion-detecting sensors, or they can be
opened by the bar staff. The fourteen

Structure and materials
During the reconstruction, all builtin elements, including floors, were
demolished and built using a method of
insertion of the new building into the
original space. Flood control reinforced
base slabs with pumping sumps were
made, water infiltration was repaired,
and walls were insulated and finished
with torcreted concrete on load-bearing
reinforcements,
consolidating
the
geometry of rolled vaults. The built-in
partitions were concreted as monolithic
reinforced concrete ones with inserted
installations. The design and materials
of the individual elements of the vaults
are unified for all types of spaces. The
surfaces of the walls and ceilings are
designed in sandblasted concrete with a
cast concrete floor and a cast monolithic
staircase. The hatches and doors are
finished with surfaces corresponding to
the adjoining surfaces of the walls and
floors (sandblasted and cast concrete
and impregnated black steel in the public
toilet vaults). The doors are non-rebated
with hidden self-closing devices. In the

bar position

Ground floor - Café / Bar

vaulted spaces, built-in inserts for hanging
exhibitions are inserted into the surfaces.
The inserted parts of bars and partitions
are clad in black titanium-coated
stainless-steel plate, complementing
through reflection the spatial geometry
of the vaults, and through the constant
volatile movement of the reflection,
bringing the fluid incomprehensibility of
the river inside. The lighting is designed
using light ramps in the public toilets as
indirect lighting embedded in a steel wall
with light reflection from the ceiling.
Technical design
A combination of floor heating with
air-conditioning with heat recovery
and infrared heaters allows year-round
operation, so it can be connected to the
riverfront area with the windows open all

year. All of the engineering distributions
are integrated into the vault structures so
that they do not interfere with the visual
design. The air conditioning has atypical
slits inserted into the portal staircase
joints and inner slots on the Rašín
Embankment; whereas on the Hořejší
Embankment, it is inserted into the
window jambs and outlets in the floor and
walls. The electrical installation outlets,
water and sewerage are hidden in builtin cylindrical floor boxes. The vaults are
barrier-free, protected by portable floodstop barriers. All of the spaces use modular,
fully-equipped cabins that include wallmounted stainless-steel toilets, custommade, automatic washbasins with hand
dryers, lighting, waste bin and fan. The
toilet doors have atypical light occupancy
indicators designed as a glass ball with a

pictogram (men, women or unisex). The
entire sewerage removal system works as
a pressure pumping system, which pumps
the sewage into the sewer mains located
above the level of the embankment.
Ongoing phases
The next phases of the ongoing
revitalization include design of the
street furniture (underground litter
bins, drinking fountains, benches), freestanding toilets, floating pool, floating
terminal for cruise boats and floating
toilets, as well as a lighting system. The
remaining few vaults and infrastructure
networking are now being reconstructed.
One issue to be addressed is a reduction
in boats and floating facilities anchored
to the river bank and situating these
so they do not obstruct the contact
between the newly opened vaults and
the river. There will be a rearrangement
and a reduction, which should reflect
the qualitative contribution and logic of
placing the floating facility with respect
to the value of its type, architectural
nature and programme, with preference
for low decks allowing a view of the
river and cultural content that does not
parasitize the riverfront commercial
exploitation through the quantitative sale
of refreshments.
One of the important elements
enabling the clearing of the bank edge
of the riverfront area is a future floating
terminal for cruise boats, which will
concentrate the boarding of boats into
one epicentre. The floating pool, restoring
the Prague tradition of river baths, is an
element with a significant relationship to
dw
the history of the area.
rea@linka.news
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The Ordre des architectes
du Québec unveils the
winners of its 2020 Prix
d’excellence en architecture
Montréal, Canada
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The Ordre des
architectes du
Québec unveils the
winners of its 2020
Prix d’excellence en
architecture

Interior Design
• Project: Eidos Montréal
• Design: la SHED architecture
• Client: Eidos Montréal
Photo credit: Maxime Brouillet

Montréal, Canada

T

he Ordre des architectes du Québec (OAQ) unveiled yesterday
the winners of its awards of excellence and distinctions
for 2020. This year’s Prix d’excellence en architecture were
announced online, during a live, interactive gathering.
A total of 15 projects were recognized from among 73 entries received.
This year’s Grand Prix d’excellence went to the Espace Paddock,
designed by Les architectes FABG. The project, on the site of the
Circuit Gilles-Villeneuve racetrack in Montréal’s Parc Jean-Drapeau,
also received the Ordre’s mention for Innovation.
The jury was chaired by French architect Dominique Jakob (Agence
Jakob+MacFarlane) and comprised actress Anne-Marie Cadieux
as well as architects Dominique St-Gelais (St-Gelais Montminy &
dw
Associés architectes) and Jean-Maxime Labrecque.
www.oaq.com/prix.

Grand prix d’excellence and Special Mention, Innovation
• Project: Espace Paddock
• Design: Les architectes FABG
• Client: Société du parc Jean-Drapeau
Photo credit: Steve Montpetit
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Public Institutional Building
• Project: Saint-Laurent Sports Complex
• Design: Saucier + Perrotte Architectes in consortium
with HCMA
• Client: Borough of Saint-Laurent
Photo credit: Olivier Blouin

Commercial/Industrial Building
• Project: McGill University Emergency Power Plant
• Design: Les architectes FABG
• Client: McGill University (Royal Institution for the
Advancement of Learning)
Photo credit: Steve Montpetit
Commercial/Industrial Building
• Project: Au Gré des Champs
• Design: la SHED architecture
• Client: Fromagerie Au Gré des Champs
Photo credit: Maxime Brouillet et Virginie Gosselin
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Cultural Building
• Project: Le Diamant
• Design: Coarchitecture / in situ atelier d’architecture
/ Jacques Plante architecte
• Client: Robert Lepage
Photo credit: Stéphane Groleau

Multi-Unit Residential Building/Complex, and
Special Mention, Sustainable Development
• Project: River City – Phase 3
• Design: Saucier + Perrotte Architectes and ZAS
Architectes
• Client: Urban Capital
Photo credit: Jose Uribe / Pureblink
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Heritage Enhancement (Expansion) and Special
Mention, Universal Design
• Project: Welcome Centre, Québec National Assembly
• Design: Provencher_Roy and GLCRM Architectes
in consortium
• Client: Assemblée nationale (Service de
l’amélioration des infrastructures)
Photo credit: Olivier Blouin et Stéphane Groleau

• Project: Le Parloir – L’Empreinte Installation
• Design: Alain Carle Architecte
• Client: École d’architecture de l’Université Laval
Heritage Enhancement (Repurposing)
• Project: Le Grand Marché de Québec
• Design: Bisson associés + Atelier Pierre Thibault
• Client: Ville de Québec

Photo credit: Alain Carle Architecte

Photo credit: Maxime Brouillet
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Single-Family Residential Building, Urban Setting
• Project: Marconi Residence
• Design: Pelletier de Fontenay
Photo credit: Pelletier de Fontenay
Single-Family Residential Building, Urban Setting
• Project: La DUETTE
• Design: Natalie Dionne Architecture
• Clients: Patrice Éthier and Sophia Lormeus
Photo credit: Raphaël Thibodeau
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Single-Family Residential Building, Natural Setting
• Project: La Maison de l’Île
• Design: Blouin Orzes architectes
• Clients: France Rodrigue and Hugo Drouin
Photo credit: Alex Blouin et Jodi Heartz
People’s Choice Award
• Project: Bromont Summit Chalet
• Design: Lemay
• Client: Bromont – Montagne d’expériences
Photo credit: Phil Bernard et Vincent Girard (ephek)
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Elementary School Vřesovice
Czech Republic
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Elementary
School Vřesovice

W

Czech Republic

hen the municipality of Vřesovice agreed with the Church
on transferring the rectory and the parish estate to the
municipal property, the Church wished that the village
should not let the whole premises deteriorate but use it for a purpose.
Therefore, since 2013 the main building of the rectory has been a
primary school and two years later, a day care center with a kitchen
and a dining room, which are also used by the primary school, was
established on the ground floor of the two building wings. Our task
was to reconstruct another part of the buildings into two classrooms
and two vocational ones. This was completed in the summer of 2019.
The last part was the original gymnasium adjoining to the baroque
building, which is to be converted into a modern gym and two club
rooms. At present, the project is waiting for a subsidy.
The need for the project, or the need for reconstruction, arose due to
a requirement to expand the capacity of the school capacity, to save
the rapidly decaying roof trusses of the Baroque complex and rectify
the unsatisfactory state of its inner courtyard. The whole complex was
built gradually, its various parts serving different purposes. They have
been preserved in different conditions. Similarly, its reconstruction
proceeds gradually, according to the needs of the municipality, its
financial resources and the condition of the individual parts of the
complex. This diversity, both operational and technical, has therefore
logically become the main starting point of the reconstruction project.
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The project proposal emphasized the interconnection of individual
parts so that their historical value as a complex should be preserved
and so that the users of the school and the day care centre should
feel comfortable and free to use all its parts. Both newly implemented
and original historical elements are intertwined, but they are clearly
distinguishable from one another. The historical parts are united by
a classic plaster façade, a red roof of plain tiles, and copper plumbing
elements. On the other hand, the simple cubic shape, smooth surface
and distinctive colours characterize the new parts. Passages and
interconnections of the buildings which were separated in the past,
are accentuated. It brings playfulness to the complex not only with its
colours, but also with new possibilities of operation and movement.
Children are free to choose which entry to school and which colour
they will use. The project is strengthened by the interconnection of the
existing classrooms in the rectory building and the new classrooms.
In the past, the school economic facilities were situated on the ground
floor of the rectory and the day care centre on the ground floor in
two additional wings. Reacting to that we placed the main facility of
the school on the first floor, which, among other things, brought an
opportunity to save the valuable Baroque roof and to make use of the
situating of the complex at the foot of the slope of the church hill.
Thanks to that, the new classrooms have a spacious terrace with a
grass area, from where it is possible to enjoy lessons with a view of the
Church of St. Peter and Paul.
The project has managed to give the great Baroque complex a new
life. Although it is a building with the status of a national cultural
monument, a completely modern, confident as well as sensitive,
architectural approach was chosen for the reconstruction. As far as
the needs of the school are concerned, the historical building had
several limitations, so new architectural elements not only improved
the conditions for the children and teachers, but also transformed
their time spent at school into an experience of the space. The
moment of playfulness and free movement has become important at
school. What is fundamental is also the free space where children can
move - the space where they make their own rules in order to relax
dw
from order and dictates.
rea@linka.news
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John Crawley
Melrose, South Africa
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John Crawley
Melrose, South Africa

O

CLIENT BRIEF

ur aim was to build a new home which accommodates
treasured “family pieces” with modern technology and
“green standards”. Our architectural brief included simplicity
yet versatile living, abundance of light and energy savings.
We did not set out to be owner-builders but when this choice arose
we combined entrepreneurial energy, a dedicated and resourceful
foreman, an amazing team of sub-contractors and invaluable support
from the professional team to carry the baton to the finishing line.
This was a daunting task but proved to be very rewarding and
empowering. The biggest gain was that we had come to understand
how every inch of the building worked and were virtually snag free
on occupation.
We love the outcome. This easy-to-manage home has perfect and
generous proportions and integrates the old with the new in a
beautiful treed garden.

A Room with a Re-view

You have spent the last few weeks working from home and what of your workspace?
John Crawley knows how to transform any space with a carefully planned and costed
interior design concept to suit your future requirements
Let’s Talk!
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TIMELESS DESIGN IS YOUR BEST INVESTMENT
Our clients came to us with a relatively compact site set in a lovely
tree-lined street in one of Johannesburg’s beautiful suburbs. The
site was unique in that it had a potential for a northern aspect to an
already established garden full of mature trees, flowers and birdlife.
A strong emphasis was taken to prioritise this garden space while still
creating a generous home and unique arrival space. The clients were
looking for a home which would be warm and intimate for the two
of them, but at the same time have the potential to transform into a
home which would easily host friends and family for a Sunday lunch
or a dinner party.
We were tasked with creating a contemporary highveld vernacular
home that comfortably embraced a more modern aesthetics style and
lifestyle and remain relevant to the climate and context. We opted
for three simple dual pitched roofs connected and articulated by a
portion of flat roof, and further wrapped on its northern aspect by a
modern take on the traditional veranda, allowing the home through
its use of large glass sliding doors to open up to the garden and blur
the lines between inside and outside, while remaining protected from
the strong summer sun.
This approach of connection to nature is further emphasised through
the use of balconies that provide a place of respite in the trees, and the
use of open trusses and gable glazing permit views of the surrounding
tree canopies and flood the house with natural light.
Scotties installations
Bespoke kitchens, bathroom & bedroom cupboards,
lounge units / cabinets.
Manufacturing in all types of wood
Richard Scott
083 630 6605
Email: scott@artslink.co.za

Designed in close collaboration with the client, the home embraces
their love of nature and entertaining, with specific care taken to
accommodate and celebrate the furniture and art that they have
managed to collect over the years. This helped to make the architecture
unique, specific to the clients and facilitate its transformation into a
home.
The architectural approach of Drew Architects is evident in this
building: simple, honest architecture connected to nature and
characterized by modern lines softened by warm, natural materials,
colours and textures where “God is in the detail”.
www.studiodrew.co.za
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JOHN CRAWLEY
I have known these special clients for many years……originally
meeting to consult on interior decorating for their delightful original
Parkview home. Extensive redecorating was needed and I happily
was commissioned to help. I immediately developed a rapport and an
enduring friendship with the (then) young couple. This project was
the beginning of many happy times moving the clients from Parkview
to Athol, and finally to Melrose, where they now are, and where the
family settled and expanded. The empty nest syndrome left the clients
with the decision to downsize, and this happened with the sub division
of their property and a new build on the old tennis court. With a zest
and enthusiasm for a new beginning I was called in again to look at
the new house plans…….an amazing contemporary approach to a
new modern lifestyle on smaller scale, and easier lifestyle for the new
age of compact, manageable day to day living. My brief………adapt
and present the years of collecting and inheriting beautiful pieces of
furniture, paintings and show these items at their best in a modern
setting. There were architectural details incorporated in the furniture
design layout to accommodate pieces of special significance. I created
a neutral interior colour scheme using a soft grey for the walls, white
ceilings, a neutral chalk shaded plain linen for the window treatments,
neutral covered sofas and shades of coral for smaller upholstered
pieces and cushions and lamp shades. The sitting room shows how
the beautiful antique pieces work so well with neutral colours and
splashes of coral and nasturtium shades with my favourite Ardmore
printed fabric for the cushions. Trust and understanding between
the decorator and client is an essential ingredient when a project is
created and reaches a professional and really satisfying conclusion. I
have always respected the clients’ belongings as a part of their history
and journey, and I will never criticise or condemn a piece to the sale
room, but will rather find a place in the final design, which of course
is my job!
This project has been a happy time for us, satisfying and fulfilling. I
loved the time, effort and laughter that went into creating this very
dw
happy home.
john@johncrawley.co.za
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TAIL OF
THE DOG

A

winter bonus is that it is our
season for citrus fruit. South
Africa is the second largest
global exporter of oranges in the
world after Spain, and the third
largest global exporter of lemons.
So we have a lot of citrus. This is not
just oranges and lemons, but also
includes grapefruit, the ‘easy peelers’
– satsumas (naartjies to you and me)
mineolas, clementines, tangerines
- and kumquats and limes. Limes
originate from the tropical areas
of Malaysia, whereas the others
prefer a drier Mediterranean climate.
Kumquats are small tart fruits with
sweet skins, eaten whole, or used for
preserves and marmalades.
The oranges produced here are
mostly the seedless Navels, and more
recently a delicious variety called
Cara Cara, grown in Mpumulanga.
These are sweet and seedless,
and have a beautiful deep red flesh
colour. Then there is the bitter Rex
Union Orange, used specifically for
marmalade, and grown in a single
orchard near Rustenburg, which
until recently was nearly defunct, but

www.designingways.com

Oranges and Lemons
has been revived by the Slow Food
movement.
Grapefruit are a hybrid cross between
Pomelos and oranges. This is the
pale Marsh grapefruit, and there is
also the fragrant Ruby Grapefruit,
very popular in the Far East. Freshly
squeezed Ruby Grapefruit juice
is totally delicious, and mixed with
Campari on a warm sunny day,
heavenly. Grapefruit are so called
because they grow in clusters, like
grapes. The giant Pomelos, seen a lot
more frequently on the greengrocers’
shelves, are also sublime, delicately
fragrant and flavoured, wonderful in
salads or on their own. The Eureka
lemon is the most popular variety in
the world, thin-skinned and very juicy.
We also have the Cape Roughskin,
a knobbly orange coloured lemon,
sweet but with quite a lot of pith.
The easy peelers are always popular,
a perfect quick and healthy snack,
and most varieties are seedless.
A Japanese designer who spoke
at Design Indaba some years ago
told us of his addiction to making

clementine peel sculptures, left to
dry all over his house, which really
annoyed his wife. My challenge is to
peel a naartjie in one piece, but I don’t
keep my sculptures.
Orange and Cape Roughskin lemon
trees were first brought to the Cape
in 1654 from St Helena, and planted
in the Company Gardens, to provide
vitamin C to help overcome scurvy
in the passing sailors. Oranges were
prized delicacies in 15th and 16th
century England, very much part of
aristocratic cuisine. Dried peel would
be put in pomanders, used to offset
pungent street smells. A highlight
for children during the war years
was the orange in the toe of their
Christmas stocking. A long period
of ‘culinary amnesia’ in Britain only
ended in the sixties, when Elizabeth
David added Mediterranean warmth
and ingredients into food. Today,
with citrus readily available, bowls of
fragrant, brightly coloured oranges
and lemons give instant sparks of joy
to us all.
Gill Butler

BRIGHT IDEAS

Focus SB launches Kelly Hoppen’s debut
electrical accessories collection
East Sussex, United Kingdom

K

elly Hoppen MBE collaborates
with Focus SB on a debut
collection of designer electrical
wiring accessories for the UK and China
luxury hospitality and residential markets.
This exciting collaboration which saw
formal contracts between leading British
electrical accessories manufacturer Focus
SB and multi-award winning designer
Kelly Hoppen signed in June 2018;
following several meetings to discuss the
potential of a partnership with the award
winning designer, will see the launch of
an eye-catching, cutting-edge collection
of ‘wall jewellery’ in the first quarter of
2020.
This will be the first collection of
electrical wiring accessories designed by
Kelly Hoppen, who is one of the most
sought after interior designers in the world,
in collaboration with leading, innovative
British manufacturer, Focus SB. The idea
for the proposed collaboration came about
as a result of a team brainstorming session
between Focus SB’s managing director,
Gary Stevens, and the company’s highly
experienced new product development
team. Stevens suggested that the thinking
should be stripped back to basics, and
instead of coming up with a plate finish in
line with what the team thought everyone
else might be doing, should focus on the
company’s target market and take the lead
from design trend influencers dictating
the future of modern interiors.

Pinstripe
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The team carefully considered the main
target audience for a new collection in
terms of the finish and aesthetics that
Focus SB is synonymous with, along with
high calibre interior designers involved
with prestigious projects in the UK and
overseas. Kelly Hoppen emerged as the
obvious choice, not just because of her
high public profile, or the fact that she
is undoubtedly a trendsetter and pioneer
of the neutral, minimalist approach
to interior design but also because, in
synergy with Focus SB, Hoppen has a
growing business and huge presence in
the Chinese market.
It’s clear to the product development
team at Focus SB that Kelly recognises
the importance of the link between
interior design and product design,
having developed an impressive portfolio
of design collaborations with companies
such as Brintons carpet manufacturer,
Chesneys
luxury
fireplaces
and
Crosswater bathrooms, with a dedicated
team of product designers to support
her. This makes Kelly Hoppen the
perfect partner for Focus SB and over
the coming months you can expect to
see an innovative collection of fresh new
plate styles come to life; the likes of which
have never been seen before by the luxury
electrical accessories manufacturing
industry.
Gary Stevens, Focus SB’s managing
director says: “We are all very excited

Corner

about this collaboration and from the
moment I first met with Kelly it was like
a breath of fresh air and she was bursting
with new ideas for what is a relatively
conservative and mature product sector.
We are delighted with the designs, they
are fresh and elegant and we look forward
to bringing them to life with UK and
China product launches in early 2020.”
Kelly Hoppen MBE comments:
“Interior fittings such as light switches
and plug sockets are often not considered
until the end of a project, but these details
can add an extra touch and shouldn’t be
overlooked. The world of electrical wiring
accessories is generally very conservative,
but I wanted to create something that
would very much be part of the overall
design, introducing jewellery-like details
and alternative finishes. This collaboration
with Focus SB introduces a new aesthetic
to electrical fittings in a way we haven’t
previously seen.”

Discover the collection.
Pinstripe - The Pinstripe plate style
exudes chic minimalism and provides
an added dimension to each interior.
Featuring clean metallic parallel lines
set against a matte backdrop, this subtle
juxtaposition of colour, shape and texture
perfectly embodies the timeless luxury of
Kelly Hoppen’s signature design aesthetic.
Fifty Fifty – Fifty Fifty sits in the
collection as a subtly bright interior
statement. Simple yet bold, the Fifty Fifty
combines two alternating colour blocks
which display harmonious contrast.
The Fifty Fifty stands alone as a diverse
design staple which can be integrated into
multiple interiors.
Dot - The Dot plate style brings an
air of subtle luxury to the collection.
By combining this modern device with
details inspired by timeless jewellery, the
Dot provides perfect balance and is ready
to be featured in any household, whether
it be a space which is old in spirit or
modern in design.
Corner – Clean and simple in shape
and design, the Corner plate design
incorporates contrast and texture. The
geometric detail in the bottom right
hand corner, to which this plate style
seeks its name, explores the sumptuous
architecture of triangles which can bring
an elevated level of detail into any space.
Plank - Whilst this plate style only
exhibits a singular shade at any one time,
the magic of the Plank design lies in its
shadow details. Featuring a labyrinth
of sleek lines, this clean cut plate style
embodies the modernity of Kelly Hoppen’s
design aesthetic - it just so happens to be
her favourite!
The Kelly Hoppen by Focus SB

Dot

collection will be available from selected
distributors, enquiries sales@focus-sb.
co.uk.
About Focus SB Ltd
Focus SB® is an award winning
innovative
British
manufacturer
renowned for the design, development
and specialist hand finishing of high
quality standard and bespoke electrical
wiring accessories, combining traditional
methods with the latest technology;
specified for royal palaces, luxury hotels,
high end residential, heritage buildings,
marine and private jet interiors for
discerning customers in the UK, China,
UAE and all over the world.
The company’s specialist capabilities
include:
• Electrical
accessory
design,
development and testing.
• Bespoke metal plate design and
manufacture.
• Specialist metal finishing.
• Complex supply chain project
management.
Focus SB commenced trading in
1979 and exports to China, Taiwan,
Macau, Hong Kong, Malaysia, Bahrain,
Brunei, Ghana, Jordan, Kuwait, Malta,
Nigeria, Oman, Qatar and Saudi Arabia.
Projects include Corinthia Hotel London,
Hampton Court Palace, The Londoner
(Macau), Pudong Airport Satellite
Terminal.
Kelly Hoppen MBE
With over 40 years’ experience at the
forefront of the design industry, Kelly
Hoppen is one of the most celebrated
and sought after interior designers in

the world. It was her relentless passion
for design, at sixteen and a half yearsold, which kick started her iconic career.
Her first commission, to design a family
friend’s kitchen, has led to multiple awards
and numerous publishers and businesses
continuously seeking her unparalleled
expertise.
Kelly’s globally renowned and everevolving style is underpinned by a subtle
coordinated fusion of East meets West;
clean lines and neutral tones, blended
with charming warmth and sumptuous
opulence. Kelly has put her stamp on the
homes, yachts and jets of private clients
as well as commercial projects including
hotels, bars, restaurants, offices, super
yachts and apartment block developments
of magnitude with private function floors.
dw

www.focus-sb.co.uk/plate-styles/kellyhoppen.co.za
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MADE FROM ANTIMICROBIAL FIBRES,
OUR BLINDS ARE JUST WHAT THE
DOCTOR WOULD ORDER.
Style meets safety with Taylor’s extensive range of antimicrobial-fibre blinds. Whatever your need, we have a
chic, contaminant-safeguard blind to match. Book a Virtual Sales Consultation and we’ll help you to find the
best fit for your space. They’re easy-to-clean, easy to erect and as added hygiene convenience, they’re easy
to motorise too. This means you don’t have touch any part of the blind, not even the pull cord. Quite literally,
you don’t have to lose sight of what’s important.
TAYLOR ROLLER BLINDS
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0861-1-TAYLOR (829567)
www.taylorblinds.co.za

